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Abstract
In order to advance the expanding RFID market with a truly unique product, this project
focuses on the creation of a compact,  short-range RFID module with integrated antenna. To
achieve this goal, a prototype is constructed and tested following standard RF design techniques.
The final module, named the WJM4000, reliably reads and writes RFID tags while featuring a
smaller form factor and consuming less power than existing RFID designs.
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Executive Summary
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been in use for over 50 years, but
has  only recently  begun to  experience massive growth in  the  form of  new applications  and
implementations.  Recent standardization efforts have created a market for a wide variety of
RFID transponders (tags) and many different styles of readers and writers.  One area of particular
growth  is  inventory  and  supply-chain  management,  both  industrial  and  commercial.   This
application commonly utilizes compact passive tags embedded within adhesive labels, which are
printed with conventional barcode information, but also contain additional information in the
form of EPC codes written into the embedded RFID tags.   Major companies in the barcode
industry, such as Zebra Technologies, have expanded their lines of barcode printers to include
RFID  functionality.   However,  no  existing  RFID  solution  is  ideally  suited  for  printer
applications.  The size, power consumption, and bulky antenna requirements of these modules
limit their effectiveness in this growing market.
WJ  Communications,  a  supplier  of  RF  semiconductors  and  solutions,  has  recently
developed an integrated RFID chipset known as the WJC200, the only integrated chipset that
currently can read and write  tags from the latest  international  RFID standards with minimal
external components.  This chipset provides the unique opportunity to create an integrated RFID
module  specifically  for  printer  applications  such  as  Zebra's.   Such  a  module  would  ideally
feature low power consumption, a compact integrated antenna, high tolerance for RF interference
created by the printer, and a small form factor suitable for integration into both stationary and
portable printers.  Unlike the majority of RFID designs on the market, a printer RFID module
requires a range of only a few inches, simplifying the overall design.
This  project  aims  to  prototype  a  compact  integrated  printer  module  based  on  the
WJC200.  The prototype will be constructed on a 4.5” by 1” PCB, and consist of the following
subsystems:
1. WJC200 Interface
2. ARM7 Microcontroller Interface
3. Power Supply
4. Power Amplifier
5. Rf Filter
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6. Antenna
The relationship between the subsystems is summarized in Figure 1
The WJC200 Interface and ARM7 Interface are specified by reference designs from WJ
Communications and the necessary firmware can be reused from previous WJ RFID Modules,
such as the WJM3000.  The other four subsystems (RF Filter, Antenna, Power Amplifier and
Power Supply), however require a more rigorous design process involving both simulations and
lab testing for each system individually.
The RF Filter is designed to constrain the module's output RF to the 850 – 950 MHz band
required for the device to pass FCC certification.  The RF Filter also attenuates all incoming RF
frequencies outside that range to prevent interference.  Due to the complexities inherent with
high frequency designs, the RF Filter subsystem requires both simulations that take into account
parasitic  inductances  and  capacitances,  and  actual  lab  prototypes  to  verify  the  simulation
methodology.  An improper RF filter design will at best fail to pass FCC testing, and at worst
result in a dysfunctional prototype.
The Power Amplifier design utilizes existing mass-production WJ semiconductors.  The
power amplifier subsystem requires high efficiency and approximately 20 dBm output power to
meet the power and range requirements for both reading and writing passively-powered RFID
tags.  A simple two-stage design with one 2.0 V stage and one 3.0 V stage provides the best
combination of low power consumption and strong output power.  Lab testing verifies that the
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Figure 1: System Block Diagram
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amplifier harmonics are easily attenuated by the RF Filter, and that the amplifier can operate at
full output power without damaging itself.
To  achieve  the  low power  consumption  and easy integration into  a  variety  of  RFID
printer designs, the module must operate with only a single 3.3V power source provided by the
printer.  To achieve this, the Power Supply subsystem uses low-noise low-dropout regulators to
provide the regulated 3.0V and 1.8V  required by the ARM7 Microcontroller, the WJC200, and
the Power Amplifier.  Some simple precautions are taken to protect the module from damage due
to reversed power supply polarity, high input voltages, and temporary power surges from static
discharge.
Lastly, to integrate the antenna onto the module, a microstrip patch antenna occupies the
entire  bottom of the module's PCB.  This antenna is tuned for operation in the 850-950 MHz
range,  and  can  be  (optionally)  supplemented  with  an  external  antenna  for  operation  at  less
common frequencies if the need arises.  Multiple ground planes and a thick layer of insulating
material isolate the antenna from the electronics on the opposite side of the board.  Lab testing of
the antenna design with passive tags and the WJM4000 verify that the design works at distances
up to 3.5 inches with 14 dBm output power.
Thermal mock-ups verify that the module can operate continuously without overheating,
without requiring potentially bulky heatsinks or active cooling.  Continuous operation is vital for
high performance printers, some of which can achieve print rates in excess of ten inches per
second.
Five prototypes were fully constructed and all  five of these were verified to be fully
operational. The prototype modules read and wrote tags with 100% accuracy at a distance of 3
inches (using full output power).  Timing tests revealed that the prototype modules fall just short
of reliably writing ten tags per second, but can read in excess of that rate.  Both range and write
speed should improve with later  revisions of the  WJC200,  or  with an antenna design tuned
specifically for the operating frequency of the tags used in the application.  These tests were
performed in a lab environment using WJ's computer-based test suite.  The prototype could not
be tested with an actual Zebra RFID Printer because the necessary firmware required for use
with WJC-200 based modules is not yet complete. 
WJ Communications is already positioning itself to take advantage of the growth in RFID
technology worldwide, both in RFID printers and long-range applications.  Existing modules
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such as the WJM3000 can be used to fill their clients needs right now, but for upcoming printer
designs the module prototyped by this project should prove to be a far more efficient solution.
This project proves that a fully integrated design with low power consumption and small form
factor is entirely feasible at the current state of the RFID market.
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1 Introduction
For over 50 years, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has been utilized in
a  vast  array  of  applications  and  markets.  The  impressive  potential  of  the  technology  has
increased not only the functionality of many RFID systems, but also their practicality in the
consumer market. In recent years an influx of RFID systems has taken place. Due largely to
higher standardization, increased demand, and lower system costs, this influx has poised RFID
technology to  become an increasingly  viable  business  solution  for  all  companies,  large  and
small.
At the forefront of the RFID technology movement, WJ communications has developed a
groundbreaking  new  RFID  reader  chipset,  the  WJC200.  This  newly  developed  chip  is  the
industry’s first RFID UHF reader that supports Gen2 standardization. By integrating an RFID
reader such as this chip into Zebra technologies printer/encoders and label applicator engine
products, a useful system of automated RFID tag encoding will be developed.
The focus of this project is to develop a prototype RFID board especially for printers. The
board  shall  be  used  for  both  reading  and  encoding  UHF  RFID  tags  throughout  Zebra
Technologies’ line of printers/encoders. By creating a solution that is capable of functioning
inside of a genuinely unfriendly RF environment, a dependable solution for future RFID reader
integration will be achieved.
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2 Background
In  order  to  complete  a  project  of  this  scale,  multiple  competencies  must  be  formed.
There are multiple focus points of this project, RFID technology and the ARM microarchitecture
being two of the most important.  With an understanding of the fundamentals of these items, the
group will be able to begin work on the details which will result in a successful outcome.  The
following sections provide background about these areas, showing their strengths and outlining
their  inclusion in the project.  Additionally, an examination of current devices similar to the
desired product will be conducted.
2.1 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Technology
In  order  to  effectively  complete  this  project,  a  fundamental  knowledge  of  Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology must be attained. RFID has been around for over 50
years, but has just recently seen an increase in development due to increased demand, higher
standardization,  and  decreased  systems  cost.   This  increase  in  development  has  led  RFID
systems into applications for various new markets,  yet  it  remains primarily used in security,
access  control,  and supply  chain  tracking.  In  the  retail  industry,  RFID technology has  been
growing rapidly due to the natural  advantages of RFID over legacy barcode systems.  These
advantages include increased functionality and automation due to the fact that optical line-of-
sight is not required. In addition, RFID systems offer the ability to store much larger amounts of
information than standard barcodes.
2.1.1 System Components
The standard RFID system is composed of three major system components: transponders
(tags), interrogators (readers), and a central node, a diagram of such a system can be seen in
Figure 2.1. From these three basic system blocks systems can be customized to fit a limitless
number  of  applications.  Finding  the  right  solution for  a  given  task  is  normally  a  matter  of
designing each block into the overall system to best utilize the capabilities of RFID for the given
application.  In  this  section,  the  various  RFID  system  blocks  and  their  abilities  to  facilitate
customization will be described.
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2.1.1.1 Transponders (Tags)
The transponders of an RFID system are composed of an antenna and the integrated
circuitry  that  stores  and  communicates  the  data  assigned  to  it.  Dependent  on  the  type,
transponders often house a rectifying circuit used to convert a received signal to a useful DC
voltage. The two main types of transponders include passive RFID tags, and active RFID tags.
Passive RFID tags (Figure 2.21) house no internal power
source, but instead include the aforementioned rectifying circuit
to convert  the signal  that  is  transmitted to them into a useful
voltage.  This design typically yields smaller  memory capacity
and shorter  read ranges,  but  requires no power  supply and is
comparably less expensive than active RFID tags. 
Active RFID tags (Figure 2.32) house an internal power
source,  often  operating  on  battery.  This  design  offers  higher
memory capacity and larger read ranges, but is more expensive,
has  a  limited  operational  life,  and can often  be  prohibitively
larger than the passive RFID tag.  These traits lend themselves
very well to markets where it is not feasible to have proximate
tag interaction.
1 “Using RFID to Improve your Business” @ http://www2.cpttm.org.mo/cyberlab/rfid/intro.html.en Accessed
2/12/2007
2 “Electronic Toll Collection” from Wikipedia. @ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:FasTrak_transponder.jpg
Accessed 2/12/2007 
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Figure 2.1: Basic RFID System
Figure 2.3: Active RFID Tag
Figure 2.2: Passive RFID Tag
The data assigned to the tag is called a Unique Identification Code (UID). The UID is a
code standardized by EPCglobal, an organization created “to establish a global standard for real-
time, automatic identification of information in the supply chain of any company, anywhere in
the world” 3  The EPC, is a unique identification code that, like the bar code, uses a numerical
system for product identification. However, its capabilities are much greater. An EPC can be
associated with specific product information for each unit, such as date of manufacture, origin
and destination of shipment.4  
2.1.1.2 Interrogators (Readers)
The interrogator is composed of an antenna, transceiver, and decoder. The reader works
as  a  radio  transmitter  and  receiver,  simultaneously  communicating  with  and  powering  the
passive  tags.  The  reader  transmits  an  amplitude-modulated  signal  that  powers  on  tags  and
transmits instructions. Tags alternate responding with their  UID, and the reader continues to
transmit and listen for other tag responses. WJ communications has recently been at the forefront
of RFID reader technology with the newly developed WJC200 the industry’s first Gen2 RFID
reader chipset.
2.1.1.3 Central Node
The central node is responsible for handling the date read by the interrogator from the
tags. Without this fundamental block of the system, the data obtained by the other two blocks
would be rendered useless. Often this node is composed of a computer with specialized software,
often  referred  to  as  Middleware.  This  software  must  be  responsible  for  converting  the  data
obtained from the interrogator in its raw form to a form that is understandable and usable in its
business application.
2.1.2 Overall System Customization
As an RFID system, many options exist for overall system customization. One of the
most  fundamental  areas  of  customization  involves  the  chosen  system  operating  frequency.
3  EPCGlobal Inc. HomePage.  @ http://www.epcglobalinc.org Accessed 11/16/2006
4 EPCGlobal Inc. Frequently Asked Questions @
http://www.epcglobalinc.org/public/ppsc_factsheets/Frequently_Asked_Questions_FNL_12-06-06.pdf Accessed
2/12/2006
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Various frequency levels provide different optimization and functionality. Low Frequency (LF)
describes systems that operate between 30 kHz to 500 kHz. Due to wavelengths that can be as
large  as  a  couple  of  km,  inductive  coupling,  which  requires  close  proximity,  is  necessary.
Although low frequency is constrained by considerably shorter read ranges, but it also provides
for lower system costs. High Frequency (HF) provides a medium data rate and read range, and
like  LF  requires  inductive  coupling  for  devices  to  communicate  properly.  The  Industrial,
Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band includes two frequency ranges. Ultra High Frequency (UHF)
operates  from 850 MHz to 950 MHz,  and provides  long read ranges due  to  wavelength  of
approximately 30 cm, and thus the ability for radiative coupling to be utilized.  The other band
operates from 2.4-2.45 GHz and offers wavelengths of approximately 12 cm.
Another facet of overall system functionality and customization includes antenna design.
A  factor  such  as  polarization  is  critical  for  system functionality.  For  best  performance  the
polarization of antennas must match, but when the orientation of a system block is unknown,
such as the transponders, it may be safer to utilize a less efficient but more robust circularly
polarized reader antenna. A circularly polarized wave can be resolved into two linearly polarized
waves with their respective polarization at right angles to one another.  Thus, some component of
the two transceivers will always match, regardless of orientation. This phenomenon is also what
hinders  the  efficiency  of  circular  polarization.  In  most  cases,  only  a  component  of  the  two
systems will match and thus the reception will not be optimal. Thus, circular polarization may
not always be the most viable solution. Many RFID systems involve known orientations of all
system blocks,  and thus  can involve a very specifically designed antenna.  In cases  where a
compact antenna is required, handheld operations for example, a dipole, monopole or vertical
whip antenna is commonly used. For fixed applications, a patch antenna is often used.  These
designs are much smaller and usually far less complex. Furthermore, they can easily be used in
limited areas, lending to their prominence in compact RFID applications.
2.1.3 WJC200 RFID Reader Chipset
WJ communications has recently been at the forefront of RFID reader technology. On
October 17, 2006, the industry’s first Gen2 RFID Reader Chipset was unveiled as the WJC200.
This RFID UHF Silicon reader chipset is the first to meet EPCglobal Gen2/ISO18000-6C and
ISO18000-6B international standard. This new chipset is ideal for RFID enabled mobile devices
15
due to its low-cost and smaller form factor.
The performance advantages of the WJC200 include a greatly simplified “UHF reader
design with transmit preamble and data encoding and modulation, frequency-agile carrier
generation, and down-conversion and decoding all incorporated into a single chip with minimal
external components.” The support for EPCglobal Generation 2 is built into the on-chip protocol
engine. In ISO18000-6C operation, available Tari values include 6.25 µs, 12.5µs, and 25µs, and
available tag link frequencies range from 40  kHz to 240 kHz. Another feature enabled by the
WJC200 is Dense-Reader-Mode-compliant transmission. The WJC200 operates primarily in the
902-928 MHz band but with the addition of an external Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO),
the frequency range can be extended from 860-960 MHz. 5
2.1.4 WJM3000 Compact Reader Module
In  addition  to  supplying  the  WJC200  chipset,  WJ  Communications  also  offers  pre-
assembled modules. One such WJC200-based reader module is the WJM3000. (shown in Figure
2.46)  The  WJM3000  is  a  newly  released  WJ
Communications  RFID  module  with  many  advanced
capabilities.  It can transmit at a software-selectable output
power up to 27 dBm, providing a range of up to 25 feet.  It
supports  up  to  two  external  antennas  so  that  it  can  be
incorporated into a wide variety of designs.  The WJM3000
also  three  power  saving  modes  controllable  through  two
digital lines. These range from simple power-reducing idle
to full power off. The WJM3000 also inherits the WJC200's Dense Reader Mode which allows
the device to “see” several tags simultaneously, and next selecting a single one for reading. 
The  WJM3000  consists  of  a  number  of  individual  subsystems,  including  the  Power
Supply, the Power Amplifier Chain, the RF Filter, the IF (Intermediate/Incoming Frequency)
Chain, the WJC200 and support components (including a voltage-controlled oscillator), and the
Host Interface (microcontroller).  The power supply uses low-dropout regulators to convert the
+5V input into 3.3V and 1.0V supplies for use in the microcontroller, WJC200 and VCO.  The
5  Press Release – WJC200, WJ Communications, available on-line @ http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=122358&p=irol-newsarticlecomp&ID=917344&highlight= . Accessed 11/16/2006
6 WJ Communications – WJC3000 @ http://wj.com/products/WJM3000.cfm Accessed 2/15/2006
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Figure 2.4: WJM3000 RFID
Module
power  amplifier  and  IF  chain  have  on-board  counterparts  in  the  WJC200,  but  the  current
WJC200 manufacturing process  yields  less  than  ideal  functionality  of  those  components,  so
external versions are used to improve the sensitivity and range of the WJM3000.   The power
amplifier  chain  takes  the  approximately  5  dBm output  of  the  WJC200  and boosts  it  to  the
WJM3000's 27 dBm output power, which is then filtered by the RF Filter to eliminate harmonics
as required to pass FCC compliance testing.  The IF chain filters and amplifies the RF signal
received from the antennas to improve the range.  Furthermore, it aids in the FCC compliance
testing as well. The Host Interface is based upon the LPC2106 microcontroller, and holds the
firmware  common  to  all  WJ  Communications  RFID  modules.  The  WJC200  and  VCO  are
identical to reference designs for the WJC200 chipset (as embodied in the WJC200 Verification
Boards). The WJM3000 is still in preproduction phases. The initial builds of 30 test units are
being used to work out yield issues before the WJM3000 goes into mass production.
2.2 ARM7-TDMI Microcontrollers
The  ARM  microarchitecture  is  a  low-power  32-bit  RISC  microprocessor  design
developed and maintained by ARM Ltd. ARM microcontrollers offer high performance without
requiring a large amount of power.  Due mainly to this advantage, ARM processors are used in
everything  from  network  routers  and  automobiles  to  handheld  consumer  electronics.
Interestingly,  ARM Ltd does not manufacture any integrated circuits of its  own, but instead
licenses the ARM designs to 3rd parties, who then integrate its microarchitecture into their own
ICs.7
The  NXP  (Philips)  LPC2106FBD48  microcontroller  is  ARM7-TDMI-S  based,  and
provides  64kB of  on-chip  RAM, 128 KB of  on-chip  flash  ROM.  This  chip  is  the  current
microcontroller found on the WJ reader module, and provides the following I/O options8:
• 32 General Purpose Digital I/O pins
• 2 16C550 Serial UARTs
• I2C Bus
• SPI (Serial Peripheral Interconnect) Bus
7  ARM Ltd Official Website, http://www.arm.com/, Accessed 11/16/2006.
8  NXP LPC Family Overview, http://www.nxp.com/pip/LPC2106BBD48.html, Accessed 11/16/2006
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• 2 32-bit timers with 7 capture-compare channels
• PWM unit with 6 outputs
• RTC clock
• CPU watchdog
• Separate Core and I/O power supply inputs
• JTAG programming and debugging
However, the existing WJ units only utilize the following features:
• JTAG interface
• UART0 (TX/RX only) & UART1 (hardware flow control)
• I2C & SPI interface
• General Purpose Digital I/O Pins
The  ARM7  also  has  a  very  modern  development  environment.   Due  to  its  RISC
instruction set and relatively large on-board memory, development is usually done in C, rather
than assembly, allowing for code that is easier to read and maintain. It also supports advanced
features like in-circuit programming over the serial port and in-circuit debugging using the JTAG
interface.  Commercial integrated development environments are available from both ARM Ltd
(and its subsidiaries such as Keil, Inc.) and third party vendors such as GAO Research, Inc.
WJ Communications has a common firmware used by all of the modules based on the
WJC200 and most of the modules based on precursor designs.  This provides the advantage of a
common software interface, allowing new hardware modules to be integrated into existing client
designs without changing software applications in use on PCs nor the firmware embedded into
devices such as printers or handhelds.  WJ Communications also has an open-source API that
can be  used  on  a  desktop  or  laptop  PC to  communicate  with  the  firmware  running  on  the
LPC2106, controlling everything from reading and writing tags to modifying the transmission
power and frequency.  This API is written in C# and can be used in Microsoft's Visual Studio on
Windows or in compatible environments such as Mono on Linux or Mac OS X.
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2.3 Zebra Technologies RFID Printing
Currently,  RFID  readers  exist  for  many  different  applications.  The  aforementioned
applications in retail and supply chain management lead the way to other more focused uses such
as labeling and unique identification. These actions are made possible by the application most
central  towards  our   project,  RFID  printing.  The  ability  to  incorporate  electronic  database
information onto standard labels is essential for the increasing technologically dependent retail
and consumer markets. Printers, such as those from leading RFID printer manufacturer Zebra
Technologies, contain all the necessary functionality to handle not only standard printing but also
full communication  and integration with RFID tags. 
 Zebra Technologies9 began focusing on reliable specialty printing solutions in the early
1980's. Since that time, they have made  tremendous strides in the markets of on-demand thermal
bar  code  label  and  receipt  printers,  plastic  card  printers,
certified  smart  media,  digital  photo  printer,  and  most
pertinent to this project RFID smart label printers/encoders.
Zebra  endorses  their  products  for  a  wide  variety  of  uses
including inventory management, supply chain management,
asset  tracking,  as  well  as  shipping  and  receiving.
Additionally,  using  RFID  technology  allows  for  versatile
applications  as  it  is  unaffected  by  temperature  and  other
environmental  considerations.  This  versatility  and
functionality coupled with Zebra's longstanding reputation as
the industry leader have led to over 5 million total printer sales
and  a  clientèle  that  makes  up more  than  90% of  Fortune  500
companies. 
Zebra Technologies currently offers a variety of different
RFID Printer/Encoder models. As Seen in Figure 2.6 and Figure
2.710, the printers range from large high performance printers such
as the R170Xi, to compact economical printer like the R2844Z.
The functionality may differ, but the overall RFID printer design
9 Zebra Technologies. Home Page @ http://www.zebra.com/ Accessed 2/15/2006
10 Zebra Technologies – RFID Printers @ http://www.zebra.com/id/zebra/na/en/index/products/printers/rfid.html.
Accessed 2/03/2006
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Figure 2.5: Zebra Technologies
Corporate Logo
Figure 2.6: R170Xi
Performance RFID Printer
principle remains the same. Each printer basically combines two
separate  functions  into  one  device,  standard  label  printing,  and
RFID  encoding/decoding.  The  printing  is  accomplished  in  the
traditional  manner  using  common  printing  technologies.  The
RFID  technology,  however,  is  implemented  in  a  fashion  that
works  separately  but  simultaneously with  the  printing function.
The RFID information is communicated to and from the the label
through a very nearby antenna. This antenna relays tag information to an RFID reader/encoder
module. These modules, which are often not specifically designed for printing applications, are
often large and when coupled with the external antenna consume large amounts of power and
space. The overall printer design and functionality would be vastly improved with a compact
RFID reader/encoder/antenna module specifically catered to the printing market.
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Figure 2.7: R2844Z
Compact RFID Printer
3 Problem Statement
The purpose of this project is to prototype an RFID reader for printers as described by
Zebra Technologies, Ltd.  The prototype must read and write Gen2 RFID tags and communicate
with a Zebra printer using a serial link. This prototype must also have an integrated antenna to
facilitate  communication  with  the  additional  ability  to  use  an  external  antenna  if  desired.
Furthermore,  this  module  must  be  able  to  run  on  minimal  voltage  in  order  to  limit  power
consumption. As WJ Communications, Inc. already has a working RFID reader design, the main
goals of this project are to:
• Design a low-power, compact RFID reader and writer module by utilizing current
WJ Communications semiconductors.
• Combine  an  interface  circuit  and  the  WJ  RFID  reader  design  onto  a  single
compact double-sided PCB with integrated antenna.
• Construct and assemble a  prototype using a custom-manufactured PCB.
• Test the resulting prototype and perform any necessary modifications to correct
its operation.
At the end of the project, the group must be able to demonstrate a working prototype
attached to a Zebra printer, and present a professional MQP report detailing the design, build,
and test processes involved in the prototype’s construction.
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4 Design
The first step towards a deliverable product for WJ communications originates from the
sponsor defined specifications of the problem statement provided by both Zebra Technologies
and WJ Communications. Each facet of the project adheres as best as possible to the desired
marketable product goals.
4.1 Design Blocks
To facilitate the overall design of the project, the design process will be segmented into
six principal modules:
1. WJC200 Interface 
2. Power Amplifier
3. RF Filter
4. Philips ARM7 Controller Interfaces
5. Power Supply
6. Antenna
These modules form the overall system design shown in the block diagram of Figure 4.1. The
subsequent sections describe the design methodology of each major design module.
Figure 4.1: System Block Diagram
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4.1.1 WJC200 Interface
Nearly all of the RFID reader/writer functionality of our design occurs within the newly
developed  WJC200  chipset  from  WJ  Communications.  Aside  from  signal  acquisition  and
filtering, the WJC200 performs all of the required RFID commands and allows us to adhere to
the desired specifications. Furthermore, the
small form factor of less than 275 mils by
275  mils  provides  the  compact  footprint
that is essential to our design. An enlarged
replication  of  the  WJC200  is  shown  in
Figure 4.211.
In  order  to  effectively  utilize  this
chip it must be properly interfaced into our
overall design. This includes the proper utilization of crystal oscillator, a phase lock loop,op-amp
input biasing circuitry, and a communication interface with the ARM7 microcontroller. Much of
the design portions of these interfaces was originally conceived in the WJM3000 RFID module
from WJ communications, but must be redesigned to be applicable to our design specifications.
Figure  4.3 on  the  next  page  shows  the  overall  schematic  of  the  WJC200  Interface.
Appendix G.1 contains the data sheet for the actual chip. The interface schematic contains the
crystal  oscillator  and  phase-lock  loop  at  the  top  of  the  schematic,  the  microcontroller
communication interface to the right, and biasing input circuitry to the left.
The crystal oscillator provides the reference timing frequency for chip,and the integrated
phase locked loop matches and maintains the reference frequency and phase for further use in the
chip and other modules of the overall design.
The communications interface with the NXPLPC2106 ARM7 microcontroller (located on
the right side of Figure 4.3) includes three major interfaces, SPI (Serial Port Interface), data flow
control, and status & control. The SPI includes SCK, MISO, MOSI, V2_SSEL (Inverted); data
flow  control  includes  TX_START,  TX_DONE,  FIFO_READY,  and  RX_DONE;  status  &
control includes LCK_OUT, PLL_LD, V2_EN, and REFIN_DIS. A comprehensive description
of each of these ports is available in Section 5: Pin Descriptions of  Appendix G.1, the WJC200
data sheet.
11 WJ Communications – WJC200 @ http://wj.com/products/RFIDModulesWJC200.cfm Accessed 2/2/2006
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Figure 4.2: WJC200 RFID Reader Chipset
Figure 4.3: WJC200 Interface Schematic
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4.1.2 Power Amplifier
In order for the overall design to be able to perform the various functions of the WJC200
chip in  the  real  world,  the  output  signal's  power  must  be  properly amplified to  provide the
necessary  dB  gain  at  the  antenna  while  properly  minimizing  return  loss.  This  task  is
accomplished by a ground-up power amplifier block built off
of  the  very  efficient  WJ  Communications  3.0V  power
amplifier, the ECG012. Shown in Figure 4.412, the ECG012
was chosen for its flexibility and reliability and is utilized
twice in the overall design to facilitate a two-stage amplifier
chain. To further increase the level the reliability and adhere
to FCC  regulations Parts 15 and 1813, an additional part is added in at the input of the amplifier
chain in the form of a surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter. For the United States, the FCC states
in part  18 of ISM regulations that the ISM frequency of 915 MHz can only be used with a
tolerance of +/- 50.0 MHz. The SAWTEK 856327 SAW
filter by Triquint Semiconductors is specifically designed
to accommodate such regulations and eliminates noise at
the  undesired  bandwidths.   These  regulations  are  very
critical  due  to  the  band's  proximity  to  restricted  ISM
bands,  especially  that  of  the  military.  Furthermore  its
small  form-factor,  as  can  be  seen  in  Figure  4.514,  is  a
large advantage over  the numerous components  that  would be required to  create a similarly
functioning filter. With the assurance of a properly filtered input signal, the design of the proper
two-stage amplifier circuit can begin.
The overall schematic is shown in  Figure 4.6. At the output of the second stage is the
input of the RF filter and antenna module. It is a critical specification that the power gain at this
point total at least 20 dB, so that the system functionality is able to properly read and write to
tags  from the  antenna  with  minimal  errors  and at  appropriate  distances.  From the  ECG012
specification (available in Appendix G.2), the standard gain at approximately 900Mhz for one of
12 WJ Communications – ECG012 @ http://wj.com/products/productviewform.cfm?productsku=ECG012
Accessed 2/2/2006
13 FCC Regulations Part 18 @ http://tscm.com/FCC47CFRpart18.pdf Accessed 2/16/2006
14 SAWTEK 856327 Data Sheet @ http://  www.triquint.com/docs/f/  856327  / 856327  .pdf   Accessed 2/2/2006
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Figure 4.4.: ECG012 Amplifier
Figure 4.5: Three Dimensional
Model of SAWTEK 856327
the ECG012 is  14dB. This is  essentially the reason why two stages are required within our
design. By biasing the two stages differently a balance between output power in dB and required
power consumption must be achieved. It is desirable to find the best combination so that our
final specification of at least 20dB gain is met with the least amount of power consumption
throughout the design.
4.1.3 RF Filter
One of  the  most  crucial  design
blocks, the RF filter poises itself to also
be  one  of  the  most  complicated  and
intricate  undertakings  of  the  project.
This block carries much of the burden of
FCC compliance, and is responsible for
tuning the correct range of frequencies
for  both  transmission  and  reception.
Complications  and  intricacies  emerge
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Figure 4.6: Power Amplifier Schematic
Figure 4.7: Seven Element RF Filter Schematic
since it is also one of the most susceptible areas to parasitic inductances. These parasitics result
from minute mechanical deficiencies in components as well as PCB layout trace lengths and
component layout geometries. It is difficult to properly balance the various design trade offs.
Thus, it is very important to set definitive design requirements  at the outset with which one can
judge the filter's performance. 
The RF filter's specific requirements include:
● Less than 0.5 dB of forward loss in its 900 to 930 MHz operating range
● Less than -20 dB return loss over the same interval
● Greater than -30 dB attenuation at 1.8 GHz
● At least -20 dB attenuation up through 10 GHz
● The filter would ideally use only five elements, though seven is acceptable.  
With these requirements set, a five element Chebyshev filter with a cutoff frequency of
one gigahertz is designed with arbitrary component values.  When designing a filter of any sort,
the first  step is  to calculate ideal  values without consideration for which values are actually
available from suppliers..   Many different equations exist  for this work, each specialized for
different filter responses.  This application requires a lowpass filter with minimal ripple in the
pass band which also has a steep roll off to
eliminate  harmonics.   This  specification
lends  itself  to  either  a  Butterworth  or
Chebyshev filter.  While a Butterworth filter
provides less ripple, the trade off of a more
gradual roll off was unacceptable leading to
the selection of a Chebyshev filter.
Chebyshev  filters  are  created  by
combining  series  inductances  with  parallel
capacitances  as  seen  in  Figure  4.8.   The
number of elements depends on how steep of
a  roll  off  is  needed  while  the  values  vary
depending on the amount of ripple desired in the passband.  These values (gn) are taken from a
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Figure 4.8: Chebyshev Filter Designs
chart  and  scaled  by  the  desired  cutoff  frequency  (ω)  in  radians  and  the  input  and  output
impedance (Z0) in ohms of the filter as seen in Equations 4.1 and 4.2.   The component layout
can take  the form of  either  schematics  shown in  Figure  4.8,  but  often  the option with less
inductors is selected to effectively lower costs
Equation 4.1 Equation 4.2
The desired component values are mapped to the nearest purchasable component values
and then simulated using Microwave Office.  Standard parasitic inductances and capacitances
corresponding  to  0402-size  SMT  parts  are  then  added  to  the  model15.   Lastly,  simulated
microstrip lengths  are inserted to  match the predicted layout  of  the PCB.   These microstrip
lengths  are  also  used  to  tweak  the  frequency  attenuation  and  return  loss  of  the  filter.
Unfortunately, despite our best efforts we are unable to produce a working five-element filter.
Any  tweaks  that  would  improve  the  return  loss  in  the  900-930  MHz frequency  range  also
introduce  a  near-passband  effect  around  8-10  GHz.  (Figure  4.9)  There  are  also  difficulties
finding purchasable part values in the specific ranges required by the filter design.  
Figure 4.9: Five Element RF Rilter
15 Johnson, Howard. “Parasitic Inductances of Bypass Capacitors II” Table1. @
http://signalintegrity.com/Pubs/news/6_09.htm Accessed 2/15/2007
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Cn=
gn
Z 0∗ Ln=
Z0∗gn

Because  of  these  design  problems,  a  seven-element  filter  is  implemented  instead,
utilizing a similar process.  With seven elements the attenuation near 8-10 GHz remains below
-30 dBm while still maintaining a better than -20 dBm return loss in the 900-930 MHz range.  In
fact, with real part values the seven element filter design has better than 0.5 dBm forward loss in
the  850-950 MHz range,  better  than -20 dBm return  loss  in  the  710-1000 MHz range,  and
attenuation of greater than -30 dBm at the 1.8 GHz harmonic. (Figure 4.10)  This design includes
reasonably simulated microstrip lengths.  These values provide a healthy margin for construction
and component  variation before  the filter  ceases  to perform as desired.   Because this  entire
process relied heavily upon Microwave Office simulations,  lab testing of the filter  design is
performed to confirm our simulation methodology. (See Section 4.5.3 for test results)
Figure 4.10: Seven Element RF Filter
4.1.4 Philips ARM7 Controller Interface
While  it  is  entirely  possible  to  perform all  the  basic  RFID operations  using just  the
WJC200,  by including an LPC2106 ARM7 microcontroller  a  much greater  control  over  the
operation of the entire system (enabling and disabling the RF amplifier and controlling transmit
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power for example) is achieved and it becomes possible to redefine the interface protocol to
match any device, including different models of Zebra printers.
The ARM7 microcontroller (shown in Figure 4.1116) interfaces with the WJC200 using
SPI (serial peripheral interface) and a large number of GPIO pins.  The configuration of those
was predetermined for the WJM3000.   To
reuse  as  much  of  the  old  firmware  as
possible,  the  new  design  preserves  those
signal  lines  exactly  (See  Figure  4.12 for
schematic).  The microcontroller also needs
a clock signal, which is obtained from the
WJC200.  An external temperature sensor is
included  to  shut  down  and/or  reset  the
microcontroller if overheating is detected.
The LPC2106 communicates with the printer through its asynchronous serial port, which
is exposed via the interface connector at the far end of the module.  A simple JTAG connector is
included to  allow in-board  debugging  if  necessary.  The only  remaining  requirement  for  the
LPC2106 is  a  dual  power  supply,  3.3  and 1.8  volts,  provided by the  custom power  supply
designed in the next section.
16 NXP – LPC210x Information @ http://www.nxp.com/pip/LPC2106BBD48.html Accessed 2/2/2006
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Figure 4.11: Philips ARM7 Microcontroller
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Figure 4.12: ARM Microcontoller Schematic
4.1.5 Power Supply
One of the most critical portions of this project's design involves the power supply. For
this product, the design must be able to provide varied levels of DC voltage to effectively power
the other  modules  and components  of  the  overall  design.  This  task required a great  deal  of
thought, since this design would be reducing the current design of the WJM3000 RFID module
from its 5 volt  maximum supply voltage down to a 3.3 volt  maximum supply voltage.  This
decision is a result of the design compactness and low power consumption specifications of the
overall design as well as design optimization due to the reduced tag interaction distance.
The three voltage levels that  need to be provided by the power supply include 3.3V,
3.0V, and 1.8V. The 3.3V is the maximum voltage supply and is used to power both the power
amplifier  circuitry  as  well  as  the  majority  of  the  ARM
microcontroller  and  its  I/O  interface.  The  3.0V  supply  is
required  for  the  WJC200  chipset  as  well  as  the  numerous
circuits that interface it with the module. The 3.0 voltage level is
achieved  using  two  different  voltage  regulators,  the
REG101NA-3 and the TPS76930, both from Texas Instruments
and shown in Figures  4.1317 and  4.1418 respectively. The necessity for two different 3.0 volt
output lines is due to the large amount of different circuitry on the WJC200 interface that needs
that  voltage  to  properly  function.  Furthermore  with  different
circuitry  requiring  different  quality  input,  the  design  was
streamlined  to  include  separate  regulators  for  the  different
degrees  of  input  quality.  The  more  critical  portions  of  the
circuitry benefit from the advantages of the REG101NA-3. The
REG101NA-3  offers  an  ultra  low
output voltage, extremely low noise,
and is capable of being stably implemented without the use of output
capacitors.  On  the  other  hand,  the  less  critical  portions  of  the
circuitry benefit from the low-cost advantage of the TPS76930 while
still  receiving acceptable input.  The final  voltage level  of 1.8V is
17 TI REG101NA-3 Data Sheet @ http://focus.ti.com/docs/prod/folders/print/reg101-3.html Accessed 2/2/2006
18 TI TPS76930 Data Sheet @ http://focus.ti.com/docs/prod/folders/print/tps76930.html Accessed 2/2/2006
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Figure 4.13: REG101NA-3
Voltage Regulator
Figure 4.14: TPS76930
Voltage Regulator
Figure 4.15: TPS71518
Voltage Regulator
provided by another Texas Instruments chip in the TPS line of voltage regulators, the TPS71518.
This chip, shown in  Figure 4.1519,  provides the CPU operating voltage of the NXPLPC2106
ARM7  microcontroller.  This  lower  CPU  voltage  is  due  to  the  dual  power  supply  of  the
microcontroller, which offers a CPU operating voltage of 1.65 to 1.95 (1.8 +/- 8.3%), and the
aforementioned I/O supply range centering around 3.3V. These regulators as well the output
lines are shown on the right side of the overall module schematic of Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: Power Supply Schematic
In  addition  to  the  regulated
output  voltages  on  the  right  side  of
,  another  facet  of  the  power  supply
design  is  its  input  filter.  The  power
supply  filter  must  satisfy  two  main
specifications, have a minimal voltage
ripple  under  switching  loads,  and
fundamentally  remove  as  best  as
possible  all  frequencies  above  DC.
To  achieve  the  necessary
specifications,  a  design  investigation
through simulation software is utilized.
19 TI TPS71518 Data Sheet @ http://focus.ti.com/docs/prod/folders/print/tps71518.html Accessed 2/2/2006
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Figure 4.17 : Simulated Power Supply Filter
Schematic 
Using  Intusoft's  Spicenet  simulation  software,  a  basic  filter  design  is  entered  with  parasitic
values associated with the components included. The actual component values are adjusted until
the required specifications were met. The resulting filter design is shown by the schematic of
Figure 4.17. Utilizing this  schematic, two different simulated circuit analyses are conducted. 
It was important to understand the transient
effect of the power supply circuitry. To accomplish
this  in  the  simulation  software,  a  switching  load,
voltage source V2, is added to provide the necessary
effect  of  a  transient  response.  The  resulting
waveform is shown in Figure 4.18. As can be seen
in the graph, the voltage ripple from the transient
response is rather minimal with approximately  50
mV peak (100mV peak-to-peak) ripple.
The second design requirement involves the
frequency  response  of  the  power  supply  filter.  The  power  supply  filter  must  fundamentally
remove all frequencies above DC. This involves creating an extremely low-pass filter for which
there is zero attenuation at 0 Hz with a sharp fall-off
immediately  thereafter.  To  achieve  this,  the  same
schematic  from  Figure  4.17 is  utilized,  but  the
switching  load  was  bypassed  and  the  circuit  is
analyzed solely for frequency response.  The curve
shown  in  Figure  4.19 represents  the  simulated
results  from the frequency response  with a  sweep
from  0  Hz  to  1  GHz..  Furthermore  this  curve  is
based on an input  of 10dBm,  thus  resulting in an
upward shift throughout the entire curve. Thus, the
actual filter has approximately zero attenuation at frequencies very close to 0 Hz, and the fall-off
curve drops nearly 30dB by the 100KHz crossing. This performance is perfectly suited for the
desired specifications of the power supply filter.
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Figure 4.18: Transient Analysis of Power
Supply Filter
Figure 4.19: Frequency Response of
Power Supply Filter
4.1.6 Antenna
Antenna design is a task that includes many widely adjustable variables.  The first task is
to choose the type of antenna that is best suited for the application. In order to maintain the small
form factor necessary in a small circuit board layout, a patch antenna is chosen. With a patch
antenna, different board thicknesses create different lengths between the ground plane and the
antenna,  different  dielectric  constants  in  the  antenna  material  create  different  reception
properties, and the actual dimensions create the sensitivity of the antenna.  As a prototype was
already created, the materials being used and the board thickness is already determined.  Using
the values that were already set, the dimensions of the antenna are varied in order to adjust the
sensitivity to 915 MHz, the midpoint of the ISM band.  By decreasing the length of the antenna,
the tuned frequency is raised, while decreasing the width of the antenna widens the band and
reduces sensitivity at the tuned frequency.
In addition to these values,  when designing for  an integrated antenna,  multiple other
values must also be taken into consideration.  These values are set by the manufacturing process
and include the parasitic inductances of the via between the antenna and the load resistance and
the  pads  that  the  resistor  would  be  placed  upon.
Additionally,  the  thin  film  resistor  must  also  be
modeled  to  see  how  that  will  affect  the  tuned
frequency.
With all these values set, the dimensions can
again be tuned to get the best sensitivity within the
desired range.  Beyond the ISM band, ensuring that
there is reception in other countries' RF bands is also important, so the range should be extended
to encompass those values as well.  As such, the range of the designed antenna is 870 MHz to
930 MHz.  The return loss and forward loss can be seen in Figure 4.21. This figure shows how
well the antenna is able to receive at each frequency. As can be seen, the antenna is tuned to 1.8
GHz and the half harmonic of 900 MHz is utilized. The information received at the 1.8 GHz
range is filtered by the RF filter of Section 4.1.3.
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Figure 4.20: Antenna Circuitry
Schematic
4.2 Design Optimization
The goal of constructing a compact, low-power, and inexpensive circuit board would not
be achievable without  further  revision on the original  design modules.  Each design must  be
streamlined in order to reduce overall size, cost and complexity.
4.2.1 Reducing Design Complexity
With  a  design  completed  that  properly  adheres  to  the  original  specifications,  the
complexity of the system is examined next.  First, parts that are not needed are removed in order
to reduce the overall number of parts in the module.  This serves three purposes, reducing the
overall cost of purchasing materials, reducing the amount of time and money that is put into
assembly, and limiting the total number of factors that could fail in a system.  
One  example  of  a  change  made  to  limit  complexity  is  to  eliminate  the  additional
amplification used to achieve high distance read and write functionality.  In the application of a
printer RFID reader the tags will all be within six inches of the reader/writer module so high
amplification is unnecessary.  This change removes an entire page from the original schematic,
eliminating approximately sixty parts.
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Figure 4.21: Antenna Design Forward and Return Loss
Another change involves replacing a diode array used to switch between internal and
external antennas with a simple switch.  The diode array would have been useful had the system
needed to run with high power, upwards of 40 dBm, but in an application only using 20 dBm a
basic switch is more than sufficient.  This change allows the elimination of ten parts.
4.2.2 Reducing BOM
Another element of design optimization occurs by examining the bill of materials.  This
is important as each part  on the design must be ordered, and usually in large quantities.  By
utilizing fewer unique parts, large savings can be achieved.  To accomplish this task, each item
in the schematic is scrutinized and compared to similarly valued elements.  If two items are close
in values and the design integrity would not be reduced, the items are changed to be the same
value.  This, when done throughout the entire design, greatly reduces the total number of items
required.
In the design for  the WJM4000 module  there  are minimal  changes to make.   In the
schematic design many items are removed to maintain simplicity and save physical space to help
allow for the design to be created onto a small board.  Through an examination of the design and
bill of materials a few minor adjustments are found and approximately ten lines are removed.
Though  this  number  seems  minor,  it  is  nearly  a  thirteen  percent  reduction  in  components.
Appendix D includes the original Bill of Materials for the WJM3000 as well as the final Bill of
Materials for the WJM4000.
4.3 Design Confirmation
Simulation and testing is a continuous process that begins during the drafting of the first
schematic  and  continues  throughout  the  end  of  the  project.   All  of  the  design  blocks  are
prototyped and tested before the schematic and PCB layout are finalized in order to minimize the
likelihood of design faults later in the build process. 
4.3.1 Power Amplifier Chain
The power amplifier chain consists of two stages, each containing an ECG012 amplifier,
a power inductor, and a biasing resistor. Each stage is tested independently over a wide range of
biasing resistor  values.   The overall  gain in  dB,  return loss  in  dB,  and saturation point  are
measured for each set of supporting component values.  
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Since  the  ECG012 amplifier  is  a  WJ  Communications  part,  a  proprietary  evaluation
board is available from laboratory stock room.  The biasing resistor is removed and a new value
is added between each test (see Appendix F.1).
Figure 4.22: Power Amplifier Resistance Vs. Gain Tradeoff
Figure 4.23: Power Amplifier Resistance vs. Return Loss Tradeoff
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The final design is chosen for its high output power and low energy consumption, with
the first stage running at 2V without a biasing resistor and the second stage running at 3.3V with
an 820 ohm biasing resistor.  This runs the second amplifier near its observed compression point
of 20 dBm and requires only about 150 mA of power.
Besides lowering power consumption, output power, and operating voltage, another goal
for  the  power  amplifier  block is  to  avoid  a  complex  automatic  shutdown circuit  that  could
potentially be necessary to protect the amplifier if no antenna is connected.  With an output
power of only 20 dBm, an automatic shutdown circuit  seems unnecessary, but lab testing is
required to confirm this possibility. 
The power amplifier must not be damaged even if operated with zero load. To test this
contingency, the power amplifier is configured with 820 ohm biasing and 3.3V supply (like the
second stage),  and is  supplied with a 20 dBm input signal  at  915 MHz.  The output is  left
floating and the amplifier is run in this configuration for five minutes.  The ECG012 does not
exceed the 85 degree Celsius maximum operating case temperature described on its data sheet.
When reconnected to a network analyzer, it functions the same as it had prior to the test.  This
confirms that an automatic shutdown circuit is unnecessary.
4.3.2 Tag Power Requirement
The design for the printer-specific reader uses dramatically lower output power than any
of the existing WJ RFID reader/writer designs (<20 dBm vs. 40-60 dBm) due largely to the small
distances  involved  (1-2  inches)  and  the  desire  to  minimize  interference  with  the  other
components of the RFID printer.  WJ Communications does not have any data available on what
RF strength is required to read or write RFID tags at specific distances.  To test this, a WJM3000
module is attached to the 870 MHz Zebra antenna (a form factor and antenna similar to the final
design) and is placed one inch away then four inches away from a Texas Instruments Gen2 RFID
tag.  At each distance, software is reconfigured to incrementally decrease the output power of the
WJM3000  from 20  dBm until  the  reader  fails  to  read  or  write  a  tag.   Multiple  retries  are
considered failures even if the tag eventually is read or written successfully at a given power
level.  The results (see Appendix F.2 for more detail) are as follows:
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Distance (in) 1.0 4.0
Minimum Read Power (dB) 8.5 11.0
Minimum Write Power (dB) 11.0 15.0
Table 4.1: Minimum Distances for Tag Interaction
It is important to note that these results are obtained with an 870 MHz antenna, even
though the tags were designed to be compatible with 915 MHz antennas.  The performance of
the  final  prototype  with  the  properly  matched  antenna  should  be  superior.   Even  if  no
improvement  is  obtained  with  the  correct  antenna  in  the  final  design,  the  20  dBm  output
capability provides a healthy margin for error.
4.3.3 Module Duty Cycle
In preparation for thermal testing, the actual operational duty cycle of the module in the
printer needs to be determined.  According to Zebra's advertisements, the printer can print at a
maximum rate of 10 inches per second or what would be equivalent to writing 10 tags per second
with very small 1 inch tags (well below the standard industry tag size).  This means each read or
write operation would ideally take less than 100 ms. During the extra time the module could sit
idle and cool down.
For this test, the WJM3000 was configured with 15 dB output power and the 870 MHz
antenna with a TI tag 1.5 inches away. The  read cycle measurement (Figure 4.24) shows that a
successful tag read takes only
about 12 ms.  Looking at the
oscilloscope reading,  you can
see  that  there  are  periods  of
down  time  within  the  12  ms
span,  but  because  the  design
uses  Class  A  amplifiers,  the
down  time  does  not  provide
any  power  savings.   This
means that the duty cycle for
reading  while  printing  tags
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Figure 4.24: Read Cycle Measurement
would be 12 ms / 100 ms = 12%, for an average dissipation of 120 mW. Conversely, a write
cycle  (see  Figure  4.25 and  Figure  4.26)  takes  between  90  and  120  ms,  for  a  90% -100%
continuous operation duty cycle. For standard tag designs, the reader will be able to effectively
function fast enough that the printer is the limiting factor; however, with a small enough tag,
such as the 1 inch theoretical example used in this test, the reader may need to be continuously
operating at full power.
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Figure 4.25: Write Cycle Measurement
Figure 4.26: Write Cycle Measurment
Continuous operation would mean a full 1W of power dissipated by the module for an
extended period of time.  This necessitates thermal testing to determine if heat sinks or other
thermal management techniques are required.
4.3.4 Thermal Testing
To verify that one watt of continuous power dissipation is acceptable, a thermal mock up
is  constructed from a piece of  identical  PCB material  sized to match the prototype module.
Because the module will also have a steel RF shield, an identical shield is soldered to the mock
up (see Figure 4.27).
To achieve the desired one watt of
power  dissipation,  five  surface  mount
quarter-watt  500  ohm  resistors  are
soldered in parallel to the traces extending
from  the  mini-coax  connector.   The
resulting resistance is verified (102 ohms)
and a thermocouple is used to measure the
starting  temperature  at  three  equidistant
points on the back of the PCB.  All points
were approximately 27 degrees Celsius at
the onset.  The thermocouple was then taped to the center point on the back of the PCB and a
10.0V  supply  was  connected  to  the  input  coax.   99  mA  of  current  draw  is  observed,  for
approximately 1W of total power dissipation.  When the temperature reaches steady-state, the
value  is  recorded and  the  thermocouple  is  relocated  to  measure  the  other  two points.   The
temperature increases by an average of 15.1 Celsius degrees (see Appendix F.3 for more detail).
This is an acceptable temperature increase, thus no additional heat sink is required.
4.3.5 Filter Confirmation
The RF output filter is designed by hand, then it is simulated and is revised using AWR
Microwave Office.  The anticipated microstrip geometry and parasitic inductances are taken into
account  due to their  significance at  high frequencies.   Because there  are  so many variables
involved in simulating PCB microstrip, some validation of this approach is necessary.  Spare
PCBs  from  previous  WJ  Communications  designs  were  obtained  and  modeled  in  AWR.
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Figure 4.27: Thermal Measurement Test Board
Components with values similar to the the final design are obtained from the WJ stock room, and
the new component values are entered into AWR.  The new design may not be an acceptable
filter due to its additional parasitics and non-ideal trace dimensions; however, if the simulation
closely matches the actual measured values from the assembled test version, the method used to
design the actual  filter  can be accepted with confidence and the final  design should behave
according to the original specifications. This testing primarily serves to establish the degree of
correlation between the simulation software and a physically assembled circuit. 
Figure 4.28 shows the Microwave Office simulation of the prototype filter on the scrap
PCB. As you can see in the graph, it is not a very effective filter.  There is an extra pass band
around 5.8 GHz and the forward loss at 950 MHz is over 1 dB.  Thankfully, this filter is just for
verification of the simulator parameters and not for real-world use.
Figure 4.28: Simulated RF Filter
An assembler solders the parts to the PCB along
with mini-coax input and output connectors resulting in
the prototype shown in  Figure  4.29.   This  prototype is
connected  to  a  network  analyzer  and  is  configured  to
sweep between 0 and 6 GHz (to match the simulation).
The result, shown in  Figure 4.30, closely resembles the
simulation,  with  differences  of  about  0.5  dB at  certain
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Figure 4.29: RF Filter Test Board
notable points and a slight frequency overall shift towards lower frequencies.  According to WJ
engineers, having a filter slightly shift towards lower frequencies when physically assembled is
typical.  The correct practice to compensate for that is to design the filter to a slightly higher
frequency passband than the design actually requires.  The actual filter design for the printer
RFID  reader  is  designed  with  room  for  this  degree  of  frequency  shifting.  This  result  is
encouraging and provides confidence in the simulation procedure used to design the actual RF
filter for the prototype RFID reader.
4.3.6 Interface Timing Measurement
An accurate specification of the interface between the reader module and the printer or
other  peripheral  is  crucial.   The  software  protocol  used is  intrinsic  to  the  WJC200  and the
existing ARM firmware used in WJ's other products, but some necessary information such as
timing  has  not  been  determined.  Specifically,  the  waveforms  Zebra  Technologies  and  other
clients would be interested in are:
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Figure 4.30: Experimental RF Filter
● Minimum RESET signal pulse width: t_RESET
● Minimum time delay between RESET and the start of UART commands:
t_RESET_UART
● Minimum time delay between RESET and the start of Firmware download:
t_RESET_FW_UART
● Minimum time between power-on (WJM_EN) and the start of UART commands:
t_WJM_EN_UART
● Minimum time after returning from power-save state (BL/PD) before the start of UART
commands: t_PD_UART
Timing information from relevant data sheets is used for values that are dependent solely
upon  the  LPC2106  ARM  processor  used  to  run  the  module's  firmware,  such  as
t_RESET_FW_UART  and  t_WJM_EN_UART.   According  to  the  processor's  application
notes20,  the  minimum time  delay  between  leaving  RESET and  the  start  of  a  new firmware
download is  3 milliseconds.   According to the processor's  data sheet  3 ms  will  elapse after
power-up while the processor determines whether or not the on-board flash contains valid code,
therefore t_WJM_EN_UART is 3 ms. The other values were measured in the lab.  
The measured timing values are obtained by attaching one probe of an oscilloscope to the
RX line of the module and the other probe to the control signal  under test.   The module is
connected to a WJ MIB (Module Interface Board) which acts as an intermediary between the
module and a host PC.  A custom timing test program is developed using WJ's generic reader
API.  This program controls the module's control signals using the hardware handshaking lines
of the PC's serial port in addition to sending and receiving blocks of commands.  The program
automatically varies the time delay between the activation of one of the control lines and the
transmission  of  a  request.   Next,  the  program polls  for  a  valid  response  from the  module,
signaling  failure  or  success  for  that  time  step.   The  test  program  is  later  extended  to
automatically perform hundreds of  repeated tests,  only counting a particular  time-delay as a
success if every individual test is successful.  
Once the program reports the minimum time delay that is reliable over 1000 individual
trials, the actual waveform is captured on the oscilloscope and the delay measurement and pulse-
20 Philips AN10302 “Using the Philips LPC2000 Flash Utility” p. 3.
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width functions are used to obtain the exact delays.  The read-out from the computer can not be
trusted due to a variable latency between the software signaling for a control line change and the
actual occurrence of that change.  Using the oscilloscope provides more accurate results.  The
times measured by the oscilloscope are as follows:
Parameter Minimum Time (microseconds)
t_RESET 800 (See Figure 4.31)
t_RESET_UART 381 (See Figure 4.32)
t_PD_UART 371 (See Figure 4.33)
Table 4.2: Timing Results
Figure 4.31: Oscilloscope Timing Waveform: t_RESET
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Figure 4.32: Oscilloscope Timing Waveform: t_RESET_UART
Figure 4.33: Oscilloscope Timing Waveform: t_PD_UART
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4.4 Layout
With the operational design complete, the next step towards final production is the design
and layout of the actual manufactured circuit board. The goal of the physical design portion of
this  project  is  to  maintain  proper  circuit  functionality  while  properly  adhering  to  design
specifications and tolerances put forth by direct sponsor input as well as previously implemented
design limitations and manufacturing process capabilities. For the initial prototype layout design,
the manufacturing process limitations of the contracted company, Gorilla Circuits Inc., are listed
in Table 4.3 21.
The subsequent sections utilize all design specifications and limitations to accurately describe the
design methodology of the four most prominent physical design aspects, physical composition,
component geography,  board fabrication, and final assembly. 
21 Gorilla Circuits Design Guidelines http://www.gorillacircuits.com/design_guidelines.htm Accessed January 26,
2007
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Table 4.3: Manufacturing Process Limitations
STANDARD ADVANCED 
Maximum layer Count 20 layers up to 40 layers 
Minimum trace width 
½ oz copper .005" .003" 
1 oz copper .007" .004" 
2 oz copper .010" .008" 
Minimum space 
½ oz copper .006" .004" 
1 oz copper .007" .004" 
2 oz copper .010" .006" 
Minimum finished via hole size .010" .005" 
Minimum finished via pad size .025" .018" 
Maximum drill aspect ratio 8 to 1 16 to 1
Controlled impedance tolerance +/-10% +/-5% 
Minimum thickness tolerance +/-10% or .007" +/-5% or .004" 
Minimum finished boards thickness .031" .012" 
Minimum Plated through hole tolerance +/-.003" +/-.002" 
Minimum Non plated hole tolerance +/-.002" +/-.001" 
Minimum routing tolerance +/-.005" +/-.003" 
Minimum warpage tolerance .010" / inch .005"/ inch 
Minimum solder mask clearance .005" .002" 
Minimum internal clearance .012" .008" 
Minimum dielectric spacing .005" .002" 
Legend line width .010" .006" 
 
  
  
4.4.1 Physical Composition
Resulting directly from one of the main design specifications, physical dimensions must
remain very compact. As stated, the module must retain small enough dimensions to effectively
conform to the  design standards of  multiple  printer  designs.  These  designs  include compact
mobile printing solutions as well as standard desktop devices.
Furthermore,  it  must  also  reduce  the  space  required  for
installation and implementation within the printer itself.
In  order  to  accomplish  the  desired  aspects  of  the
physical  design,  the  component  layout  is  set  to  fit  onto  a
preexisting zebra technologies RFID antenna that is currently
utilized in mobile printing solutions. The dimensions of the original antenna, shown in  Figure
4.34, are 968 mils (0.968 inches) wide by 4,535 mils (inches) long with a thickness of 63 mils
(0.063 inches). The newly adjusted dimensions are shown in the mechanical drawing of Figure
4.35.
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Figure 4.34: Zebra
Technologies Antenna 
Figure 4.35:WJM4000 Mechanical Specifications and Dimensions 
For the sake of simplicity these antenna dimensions were conformed to 1 inch wide by
4.5 inches long, values that remain in the compact specification and still fit inside all necessary
Zebra printer devices. The thickness, however, changes dramatically due to the addition of the
entire RFID reader  circuitry.  This  composition of thickness involves multiple layers of PCB
board assembled into a specific orientation that makes up the board stack.
The board stack is composed of eight layers totaling 93 mils. The thickness of the board
factors in all layer thicknesses as well as the two 1 oz copper (1.4 mils thick) and six .5 oz copper
(.7 mils thick) platings.  Figure 4.36 shows the orientation and composition of the entire board
stack. The thickness of the stack between each layer is 4 mils with the exception of the bottom
layer between the lower ground plane and the antenna. The top layer, Layer 1, houses all the
circuit  components  of  the  entire  design  including  all  microchips,  passive  components,  and
connectors.  The next  layer,
Layer 2, is the upper ground
plane  and  serves  as  a
ground connection for many
components  on  Layer  1  as
well as a layer of separation
between  the  traces  on  the
top layer and the signals on
the layers below. Layers 3 and 4 serve as the uppermost signal layers and are responsible for a
majority of the digital signals that handle the microcontroller and WJC200 chip as well as certain
power and RF lines. Layer 5 is the middle ground plane, and functions almost entirely to serve as
a separating plane between the two sets of signal layers above and below itself. The signals on
the next  layer below,  Layer 6,  must  not  interfere or  introduce induction onto the signals  of
Layers 3 and 4 and visa versa. Layout 7 is lower ground plane and serves as the ground plane for
the antenna. Finally, the original antenna board makes up the bottom side of the board as well as
the majority of the total thickness at 62 mils.  This thickness helps limit interference in both
directions and allows the antenna to remain as identical as possible to its original zebra design.
The antenna itself faces outwards away from its corresponding Layer 7 ground plane. 
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Figure 4.36: 8 Layer Cross Board Section
4.4.2 Component Geography
With  the  dimensional  design  complete,  the  next  phase  of  layout  design involves  the
location  and  orientation  of  components  and  their  corresponding  connections.  The  desired
component geography is first and foremost based on location. In order to
optimize design, certain components must lie very close to one another.
For instance, the large dependence present between the WJC200 chip
and  the  ARM7 microcontroller  lend  themselves  particularly  to  close
placement on the overall design. This improves both organization and
functionality as both the layout becomes more simple and flexible and
the  data  passed  between  the  two  is  less  susceptible  to  noise  and
inaccuracies. The latter is especially evident in the placement of bypass
capacitors. Certain pins on microchips require bypass capacitors. If the
distance between the pin and capacitor is too large, than the functionality
of the bypass capacitor itself is largely diminished. 
Location is also a large factor for  different  modules.  Modules
that include connectors and test points must be located on the circuit
board at appropriate locations. Circuitry that deals largely with RF must
also be properly isolated and appropriately handled.
Stemming largely from component location, the orientation and
footprint of each component is rather critical to overall layout design.
The orientation in many cases must be adjusted to best accommodate
proximity to nearby chips, this often involves rotating 90 degrees and
sliding the chip between narrow spaces between traces in order to reduce
overall  trace  length.  Furthermore,  with  180  degree  rotation  possible
without geographical alterations, it is very important to ensure that every
component's  footprint  matches  to  the  correct  output  lines  from  the
schematic.  To properly accomplish this  task every item on the BOM
with a unique footprint is cross-referenced with both the schematic and the layout. Inaccuracies
are corrected and the final stage of component geography design (See Figure 4.37 for final silk
screen representation) is ready to begin.
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Figure 4.37: WJM
4000 Silk Screen
As both component location and orientation are finalized, the extremely critical process
of  placing traces  begins.  The two main  aspect  of  trace  configuration include  proximity  and
width. Certain traces hold signals that need to be isolated from other noise and signal lines, while
others hold signals such as power lines and RF circuitry that need larger traces to effectively
reduce  loss.  The various  design changes  that  allow such  optimization  include  altering  trace
width, moving traces within a layer, and moving traces to different layers. Figure 4.38 shows the
final layout design of layers 1-8 including their corresponding trace patterns. (See Appendix E
for increased detail)
Figure 4.38: Final Board Layout
4.4.3 Fabrication
With the layout completed, the next  step is  to send the design to a board fabrication
facility, Gorilla Circuits in this case.  This company  specializes in producing high quality boards
in a timely fashion and is located near WJ Communications.  With the completed layout, Gorilla
Circuits is able to create a printed circuit board, PCB, complying with every specification.  These
boards are created in panels, each one with numerous copies of the individual PCB.  With this
board, a panel with six individual copies is requested utilizing the fabrication diagram shown in
Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.39: Panel Fabrication Diagram
With this type of fabrication, two different methods of segmenting the panelization are
available, routing and scoring. Routing a PCB is similar to routing wood in that there is a bit that
drills a set pattern.   This method requires that the panels be fabricated with specialized tabs for
the router to remove.  This method is more precise and allows for non-linear edges but is more
than what is needed for this simple board.  
Scoring creates small perforations that can then be used to simply break the boards apart.
This method is much more basic; however, it creates rough edges and is limited to rectangular
boards.  Looking at the two options, the more basic and less expensive scoring is more than
sufficient  for  the  small  board  that  was  designed.   The  simplicity  of  the  layout  makes  the
precision of routing a non-factor.
Another important aspect of the board fabrication is the drill schedule.  This shows where
the vias are to be drilled as well as the diameter of each one.  Additionally, blind vias, which
terminate within the inner layers of the board, are explicitly shown as they must be drilled in the
proper order.  There are three different drill schedules ( See Figure 4.40 for Drill Schedule Hole
Summary) involved in the overall design. This drill schedule is shown in the fabrication drawing
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seen  in  Figure  4.41 and  showcases  the  three
different via lengths in the design that correspond to
each phase of the schedule.  Additionally, there are
three via diameters, each used for different types of
signals.  The smallest vias, ten mils in diameter, are
used most frequently and are used for most of the
signal and ground connections.  Next, there are  the
35  mil  diameter  vias  which  are  used  for  the
transmittal of RF signals and power between layers.
These vias are larger to prevent signal degradation.
The largest vias are created for mounting purposes.
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Figure 4.41: Drill Schedule Mechanical Drawing
Figure 4.40: Drill Schedule Summary
Beyond the fabrication performed by Gorilla Circuits, a metal can was created at WJ for
heat  dissipation,  RF  shielding  and  component  protection.   This  can  needed  to  give  ample
clearance to the components it covered while not protruding from the board enough to cause
clearance problems within the printer.   To achieve this  goal,  a  height  of  two millimeters  is
designated.   This  ensured that  the can would sit  above the tallest  components,  the tantalum
capacitors,  while  not  creating  excessive  height.  It  is  still  shorter  than  the  vertical  MMCX
connector and the connector port.  Also, as the can needs to cover the width of the board as
closely as possible, cutouts (as seen in Figure 4.42) were added to either side in order to create
room  for  an  assembler  to  solder.  Figure  4.43 shows  a  photograph  of  the  final  can  to  be
implemented onto the finished design.
Figure 4.42: Metal Shield Design Dimensions
Figure 4.43: Final Metal Shield Build  
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4.4.4 Assembly
Before the final assembly can be completed, design kits must be created.  Planners take
the generated bill of materials and create orders to be taken from stock.  Kits are then created
with the all the parts needed to populate each manufactured board.  
When creating the design, one of the key factors is surface area.  As there is limited
space, numerous components with small form factors are used, mostly size 0201.  These small
parts, approximately twenty-five mils by fifteen mils, are difficult to solder without extensive
practice so the task is given to the assemblers.  These employees efficiently solder and populate
the boards of the many different products that  WJ Communications produces.  With the layout
and the component kits in hand the assemblers are able to complete the board in approximately
three working days.
As there were a few points where testing is needed before the final prototype is presented,
a few items are left to the team to complete.  The two three-volt voltage regulators' enable pins
work with opposite biasing, one low and one high, so they are set up with resistor arrays that
could be adjusted as needed.  Additionally, the saw filter and one of the voltage regulators are
placed such that they can easily by bridged over by hand if necessary.  Furthermore, test points
and  three-point  jumper  pads  are  places  in  various  locations  to  enable  debugging  different
potential short-comings.
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5 Testing
Upon prototype finalization,  the  board must  be  rigorously tested to  assure  maximum
compliance to initial design specifications and industry compliance standards. In the subsequent
sections, the prototype will be tested to not only verify basic functionality but also to derive the
necessary final specifications for product integration.  Both the WJM3000 and the WJM4000
have the capability to operate at multiple different power levels.  These levels are set through
software and have a range of 0 to 31.  The corresponding actual power levels can be seen in
Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Power Setting vs. Output Power
5.1 Read Performance
In order to measure the distance that the WJM4000 could reliably read tags, the unit
underwent basic tests.  Software created by WJ engineers to test the WJM3000 module is
utilized to perform multiple read commands on a Texas Instruments RI-UHF-00C02-04 (Gen2)
 tag.  This program tests to see if the tag can be seen and, if so, if the tag can be read.  To see
how reliable the device is, 100 iterations are ran at various distances ranging from 0 inches to 12
inches.   These  tests  are  ran  at  three  different  power  levels:  the  maximum,  18.1  dBm,  the
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minimum, 3.87 dBm, and a mid-level, 14.2 dBm.  The results of these tests can be seen in Figure
5.2.
Figure 5.2: Read Reliability vs. Distance
As shown in the figure, the largest reliable distance at the maximum power is 2 inches;
however, tags can be read with more than 75% success at 4 inches and more than 50% success at
7 inches.  In the mid-range,  the largest most reliable distance is 2 inches and 75% is achieved at
4 inches; however, 50% is achieved at 5 inches.  The minimum power is far less reliable with the
only distance achieving a read rate of 100% being 0 inches and complete failure at 1.5 inches.
5.2 Write Performance
In order to measure the distance that the WJM4000 could reliably write tags, the unit
underwent similar tests to the read metrics.  The same software is utilized and multiple write
commands  are  sent  to  the tag.   Only first  attempt  writes  are  considered successes.   This  is
because it is seen with the WJM3000 that if a second attempt is required to complete a write, the
time required to complete the function exceeds the requirements of the printer.  To see how
reliable the device is, ten iterations are ran and, similar to the read tests, three different power
levels are tested.  The results of these tests can be seen in Figure 5.3. 
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Read Reliability vs. Distance
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Figure 5.3: Write Reliability vs. Distance
As shown in the figure, the largest reliable distance at the maximum power is 2 inches;
however, tags can be written with more than 75% success at 4 inches and more than 50% success
at 4.5 inches.  In the mid-range,  the largest most reliable distance is 2 inches and a success rate
of 75% is achieved at 4 inches; however, a 50% success rate is achieved at 4.5 inches.  The
minimum power is far less reliable; the only distance to achieve a write rate of 100% is 0 inches
and complete failure occurs at 1 inch.
5.3 Recommended Operating Power
Figure 5.4 shows the power level required for a 100% read or write success rate at a
given distance. These power levels could be considered the recommended power level for
operating at each distance.  The table can be found in Appendix F.4.
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Write Reliability vs. Distance
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Figure 5.4: Recommended Read & Write Power Levels
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6 Results
With testing of the final prototype complete, a full examination of the confirmed test
results is necessary to properly understand the functionality of the final module. The subsequent
sections utilize the test results to clarify the overall utility, capability, and implementation of the
project as a completed product design.
6.1 Final Design Implementation
The final implementation of the module is slightly different than the original schematic.
First, the regulating resistor on the first stage of the power amplifier chain is lowered to provide a
higher voltage to the amplifier.  This allows for a larger gain and higher output power.  Also,
after initial testing it is seen that the power amplifier still needs additional tuning to function
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Figure 6.1: Final Board Assembly 
properly.  Two capacitors and an inductor are added to properly tune the power amplifiers to the
proper range, 900 to 930 MHz.  Furthermore, the pads before the amplifier chain are changed to
be slightly larger to accommodate the higher power.  Finally, the antenna is shortened to enable a
more accurate response.  Originally it was centered around 860 MHz and, with the removal of
some of the copper, it is now raised to 915 MHz.  
Multiple  other  modifications  were  considered but  all  were  deemed  unnecessary  after
careful  testing.   All  other  components  considered  for  changes  were  added  originally  as
contingencies  to  ensure  proper  functionality  and  do  not  adversely  affect  the  module.   The
changes that were made can be seen in Appendix F.7, all changes are denoted in red ink.
One such component is the 915 MHz bandpass filter used before the power amplification
stage.  This filter is added to remove potential spikes created by harmonics generated by the
WJC200 chip.  These spikes were seen in the WJM3000 module and there was concern that
similar spikes would occur in this module.  This filter creates no problems and as such remains in
the final design.
Another component is the voltage regulator added to the micro-controller's power supply
lines.  This regulator is added in order to protect the micro-controller from improper connections
to  high  voltages.   This  potential  problem exists  due  the  fact  that  the  WJM3000  and  other
modules created by WJ Communications use 5.0V supplies whereas the WJM4000 uses 3.3V in
order to reduce power consumption.  This voltage regulator supplies enough voltage to power the
chip  while  providing  the  necessary  protection  for  the  microprocessor.  Thus,  the  regulator
remains  in  the  final  implementation  to  increase  the  allowable  input  tolerances  for  potential
WJM4000 applications.
The  final  precautionary  consideration  made  in  the  design  is  the  possibility  that  the
internal antenna would not function as anticipated.  The option to bypass the internal antenna and
instead use an external antenna by adding a simple vertical MMCX jack guaranteed that antenna
design  would  not  limit  the  final  prototypes  functionality.   With  the  integrated  antenna
functioning properly, this option is unnecessary and as such, the final design implementation
does not require an auxiliary antenna.
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6.2 Final Prototype Output Results
With any device that will eventually be sold, performance metrics are critical.  In order
for the device to be considered ready to be marketed, multiple areas must be examined in order
to evaluate how well the device works.  These areas are standard among microwave applications
and the WJM4000 performs well in all of them.
The WJM4000 module is designed to be used in applications where space is limited,
printers with built-in RFID technology, performance tests were performed while considering the
limitations of the devices.  Items considered include the mechanical print speeds, the physical
distance between the module and tags, and the space within the printer.  All tests are ran with
these limitations in mind and the success of the tests is based upon the performance relative to
the applications.
Within the printer, the module is mounted nearly adjacent to the tags being printed.  As
such, distance tests are performed for maximum reliability within the specified distance, as well
as testing to see maximum distance before system failure. With a distance of 2 inches, tags will
read and write 100% of the time allowing the printer to achieve its maximum print speed. If a
lower speed is acceptable, the module is able to effectively read/write tags at 5.5 inches.
In the increased distance tests the module performs better than anticipated.  At a distance
of nine inches, the module is still able to read; writing, however, can only be achieved at a 5.5
inch maximum distance. 
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7 Transition to Production
With the successful completed development of a compact RFID printer module, it is now
necessary to properly identify the resulting deliverables as well as the future implications of the
the final product. The subsequent sections seek to concisely identify the final specifications and
functionality of the module as well as describe its future route of development and application
integration.
7.1 WJM4000 Specifications
A final WJM4000 module is completed and must make its first transition to the world of
product  development.  This  transition  can  only  occur  after  the  documentation  of  concise
information regarding its functionality. As described in the previous chapter, the performance of
the module meets the original design specifications for the project. From these tested outcomes, a
professionally developed specification and data sheet is developed. The following paragraphs
detail the information contained within the WJM4000 data sheet. For the final revision of the full
WJM4000 specification sheet see Appendix B.
The  final  prototype  can  read  and  write  tags  reliably  at  5.5  inches  using  the  built-in
antenna, operating in the 860-930 MHz band.  The prototype can read a Gen2 ISO-18000-6C tag
with as little as 4.5 dBm.  The device requires a 3.3V source, drawing 332 mA at its maximum
power output level,  but the module will  not be damaged if  connected to a 5V source.  The
module can start accepting commands just 3 milliseconds after power-up, and can return from
power-down and reset in under one millisecond, allowing a very quick response time, even when
operating at a low power setting.  The module can be operated with a minimum of just two
control signals, RX and TX, or as many as five for greater control over power consumption (see
Appendix B). The control signals are standard 3.3V logic levels, but are in fact 5V tolerant.
These  specifications  allow the  device  to  target  a  wide  variety  of  commercial  and  industrial
applications, including:
● Stationary RFID-Enabled Printers
● Portable RFID-Enabled Printers
● Hand held RFID Readers / Writers
● RFID Price Verification Kiosks
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● RFID Point-of-Sale systems
● Battery-powered RFID Designs
● RFID Security Locks
7.2 Sponsor Implementation Viability
To  ensure  completion  of  the  project  goals,  the  viability  of  implementation  by  the
sponsors  is  examined  to  discern  if  the  product  could  be  marketed  in  the  future.   Cost  and
applications are the major concerns in product marketing and, as such, are the items most closely
looked at.
This  product,  in  its  current  state,  would  be  costly  to  mass  produce  because  of
redundancies required due to the lack of reliability in the current revision of the WJC200 chip.
Once the revisions to the chip are finalized and the next batch is produced, multiple portions of
the  design could  be eliminated,  greatly  reducing the  overall  cost  of  the  module.   With  this
reduction, mass production could go forward at a reasonable cost.
As mentioned in the previous section, the WJM4000 has multiple applications beyond the
original concept.  These various tasks allow for greater flexibility and demand.  By combining
state of the art technologies required by all RFID applications with an integrated antenna to save
space, the product will be able to stand up to the test of time and be applicable many years in the
future.  Additionally, the product will be easily upgraded through revisions due to the WJC200
chip being the fundamental building block.  This ensures that the product design will be able to
be upgraded as time passes to keep up with the growing field.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Revisions.
The  final  version  of  the  WJM4000  prototype  is  fully  developed.  It  now exists  in  a
physical stage that is ready to both be marketed and to be integrated into upcoming applications.
Furthermore,  the  operational  functionality  of  the  current  revision  allows  WJ  to  showcase  a
compact and effective RFID solution  The WJM4000's unique potential poises it as the first fully
integrated compact RFID solution. However, in order to properly advance this market in the
most profitable manner for WJ Communications, certain steps must be taken to ensure that future
revisions are capable of continued performance upgrades and increasingly reliable methods of
data acquisition.
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With continued revisions of the WJC200, the RFID chipset that is the foundation of the
WJ4000 RFID module, the module itself will require numerous revisions to best exploit these
advances.  The  revisions  underway  on  the  WJC200  chipset  seek  to  increase  the  operational
functionality  of  the  chipsets'  power  amplifier  chain  and  intermediate  frequency  circuitry.
Improved performance from either of these areas allows for large design reduction and increased
performance for the overall module. 
In the next revision of the WJC200, the power amplifier is to be housed entirely within
the WJC200, and thus, the power amplifier design currently on the WJM4000 can be removed.
This design includes two WJ ECG012 chips as well  as  biasing circuitry and an input filter.
Through the elimination of this large amount of components, the module will be able to further
reduce in size. This large removal of circuitry may allow not only reduced dimensions of length
and width, but may also allow a reduction in thickness by possibly eliminating both a ground and
signal  layer.  Thus,  the  overall  cost  of  the  board manufacturing process  may also be largely
reduced, in turn increasing its long term profitability.
With the addition of functional intermediate frequency (IF) circuitry to the next revision
of  the  WJC200  chipset,  the  WJM4000  module  will  have  largely  increased  performance.
Additional applications will be possible with an increased read/write range. Instead of solely
close-range applications, the addition of IF circuitry opens the door for the wide variety of mid-
range applications. Furthermore, the IF circuitry will also improve performance and reliability at
close-range resulting in more reliable data acquisition that in turn increases overall speed and
functionality.
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8 Conclusion
The WJM4000 seeks to be the first truly integrated compact RFID solution. Its inherent
suitability for mobile RFID and printing applications, due largely to its small form factor and
level of integration, allows it to enter the market with a unique stance. If properly integrated, the
WJM4000 will  reduce power consumption and decrease the size of many mobile  RFID and
printing solutions. With the state of the art WJC200 chipset at its foundation, the WJM4000 is
poised to be an extremely marketable compact RFID solution.
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Appendix A: Sponsor Description
WJ  Communications,  a  descendant  of  Watkins-Johnson  Company  founded  in  1957,
designs  and manufactures  microwave  components,  subsystems,  and  systems.   In  1995,  they
began a new endeavor with the goal of combining current technical expertise with cost-effective
design and advanced packaging technologies in order  to advance into the consumer market.
Thanks to the company's  well-founded reputation for  quality and performance this  endeavor
proved very successful.
In 1997 the company refocused on commercial telecommunications leading to the sale of
activities in defense electronics, intelligence, and semiconductor capital equipment.  Today, WJ
Communications  is  a  leading  pure-play  semiconductor  and  RFID company  focusing  on  the
design  and  manufacture  of  high-quality,  innovative  devices  and  multi-chip  modules  for
telecommunications systems worldwide.
WJ addresses the RF challenges in multiple markets with its highly reliable amplifiers,
mixers, RF integrated circuits (RFICs), RFID reader modules, chipsets, and multi-chip modules.
Additionally, the increasing demand for higher throughput of voice, video and data traffic has
caused telecommunications applications to rapidly expand.  Also, emerging applications using
UHF RFID are growing rapidly.   WJ Communications remains on the forefront of the market by
constantly examining and working towards filling these applications.22
For more information, on WJ Communication and their products, visit
http://www.wj.com.
22 “WJ Communications – Company Profile” @ http://www.wj.com/company/CorporateProfile.cfm.  Accessed
02/22/2007
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Appendix B: WJM4000 Specification Sheet
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Appendix C: WJM4000 Schematic
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Appendix D: Bill Of Materials
D.1 WJM3000
# WJPN Description MFRPN REF Mfr
1 455059PC PCB. RFID WJM READER. 48 BOARDS/PANEL
2 863000-904 XSTR. SI. MOSFET. NONSTD. ROHS 2N7002V-7 Q503
2N7002VDITR-ND DIGI-KEY
3 863000-995 IC. DIGITAL. AND. SOT-533. 5 296-18011-2-ND U403 DIGI-KEY
SN74LVC1G08DRLR
4 863000-012 296-13733-2-ND U203 DIGIKEY
SN74LVC2G04YZAR U404
5 863000-006 XSTR. SI. BIAS. SOT-363. ROHS BCM856SE6327XT Q201 INFINEON
6 863000-014 DDA123JH-7 Q101
UP0411M00L Q202 PANASONIC
UP0411M00LTR-ND DIGIKEY
7 863000-016 UP0421600L Q203 PANASONIC
UP0421600LTR-ND Q204 DIGIKEY
8 ECG006F U201
9 ECP200D U202
10 863000-011 XSTR. SI. MOSFET. BGA. ROHS IRF6100PBF Q501
Q502
11 863000-572 LMV7239M7 U304
LMV7239M7TR-ND U308 DIGI-KEY
12 864000-045 IC. LINEAR. REGULATOR. 3X3MM LLP. 6 LP38692SD-ADJ U503
LP38692SD-ADJTR-ND DIGIKEY
13 864000-046 IC. LINEAR. REGULATOR. 3X4MM LLP. 6 LP3981ILD-3.3 U504
LP3981ILD-3.3TR-ND DIGIKEY
14 864000-036 IC. LINEAR. SPECIFY. REGULATOR. NONSTD. 4 LP5900TL-3.0 U505
LP5900TL-3.0CT-ND DIGI-KEY
15 863000-630 IC. DIGITAL. UCTLR. QFP. 48 568-1221-ND U401 DIGI-KEY
LPC2106BBD48-S
16 863000-867 MAX4232AUA+ U301 MAXIM
U303
U305
U307
17 863000-990 IC. LINEAR SPECIFY. OP AMP. SC70-5. 5. ROHS LMV321M7/NOPB U102
DIODES 
INCORPORATED
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS
IC. DIGITAL. DUAL INVERTER GATE 6BUMP. 
BGA. 6. ROHS
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS
XSTR. SI. BIAS. SOT-563. DUAL PNP W/BIAS 
RESISTOR. ROH
DIODES 
INCORPORATED
XSTR. SI. BIAS. SOT-563. DUAL NPN W/BIAS 
RESISTOR. ROH
AMP. RF. INGAP HBT. DC-6000. 15DB GAIN. 
+15DBM P1DB. +
AMP. RF. INGAP HBT. 400-2300. 11DB GAIN. 
+33DBM P1DB.
INTERNATIONAL 
RECTIFIER
IC. LINEAR SPECIFY. COMPARATOR. NONSTD. 
5
NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR
NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR
NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR
NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR
PHILIPS 
SEMICONDUCTORSIC. LINEAR. SPECIFY OPAMP. NONSTD. 8. 
ROHS
NATIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR
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18 863000-017 ECJ-0EB1A104K C122 PANASONIC
PCC2146TR-ND C123 DIGIKEY
C124
C128
C132
C302
C316
C401
C406
19 862000-658 ECDG0ER508 C219 PANASONIC
PCC2198TR-ND DIGIKEY
21 863000-894 CAP. 1UF. 10PCT. 6.3V. X5R. SMD. 0402. ROHS 490-1320-2-ND C305 DIGI-KEY
587-1231-2-ND C309 DIGI-KEY
GRM155R60J105KE19D C320 MURATA
C324
C503
C507
C508
C509
C511
22 862000-826 399-1003-2-ND C225 DIGIKEY
C0402C189C5GACTU C232 KEMET
C0402COG500-1R8CNB VENKEL CORP
23 850000-544 ECJ-0EC1H101J C206 PANASONIC
PCC101CQCT-ND C216 DIGI-KEY
C226
C227
C231
C233
C234
C501
24 862000-675 ECDG0E3R3C C220 PANASONIC
PCC2258TR-ND C224 DIGIKEY
C230
25 863000-918 490-1272-2-ND C223 DIGI KEY
C229 MURADA
28 863000-072 C303 MURATA
C306
C310
C317
CAP. 0.1UF. 10PCT. 10V. X5R DIELECTRIC. SMD. 
0402. ROH
CAP. 0.5PF. +/- 0.05PF. 25V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402. ROHS
CAP. 1.8PF. +/-0.25PF. 50V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402. CERAMI
CAP. 100PF. 5PCT. 50V. NPO/COG. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
CAP. 3.3PF. +- 0.25PF. 25V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402. ROHS
CAP. 3.9PF. +/-0.25PF. 50V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402
GRM1555C1H3R9CZ01
D
CAP. 6800PF. 10 PCT. 25V. X7R. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
GRM155R71E682KA01
D
80
C321
C325
30 445930-001 REF. NO LOAD PART C217
C218
C236
C238
J203
J502
R115
R117
R118
R119
R120
R225
R226
R402
R405
R407
R411
R421
31 863000-978 CAP. 4.7UF. 20PCT. 6.3V. X5R. SMD. 0603. ROHS ECJ-1VB0J475M C112 PANASONIC
PCC2318CT-ND C210 DIGI-KEY
C504
C505
C506
32 863000-579 399-3096-2-ND C502 DIGI-KEY
T491A226M010AT KEMET
33 864000-011 CAP. 0.1UF. 10PCT. 6.3V. X5R. SMD. 0201. ROHS ECJ-ZEB0J104K C102 PANASONIC
PCC2366CT-ND C114 DIGI-KEY
C116
C119
C120
C121
C126
C127
C129
C130
C131
C203
C204
C209
C211
C213
C228
C235
C237
CAP. 22UF. 20PCT. 10V. TANT. SMD. 3216. 
ROHS
81
C301
C307
C312
C313
C315
C318
C322
C327
C328
C329
C330
C331
C332
C402
C403
C404
C405
34 864000-009 ECJ-ZEC1C101J C101 PANASONIC
PCC2124CT-ND C201 DIGI-KEY
C202
C214
35 864000-052 ECJ-ZEC1E100D C205 PANASONIC
PCC2112TR-ND C212 DIGIKEY
36 864000-051 0201ZD122KAT2A C111 AVX
478-1040-2-ND C113 DIGIKEY
C115
C208
37 864000-010 ECJ-ZEB1E222K C117 PANASONIC
PCC2386CT-ND C118 DIGI-KEY
38 864000-053 CAP. 330PF. 10PCT. 50V. X7R. SMD. 0201. ROHS ECJ-ZEB1H331K C311 PANASONIC
PCC2390TR-ND C326 DIGIKEY
39 864000-054 ECJ-ZEC1C560J C103 PANASONIC
PCC2121TR-ND C105 DIGIKEY
C107
C109
41 864000-060 CONN. DC. M. 90D. SMD. 15 DF14-15P-1.25H(55) J501
42 862000-602 82MMCX-S50-0-2 J201
82MMCX-S50-0-2G J202
82MMCX-S50-0-2L
908-22100 AMPHENOL
CAP. 100PF. 5PCT. 16V. NPO/COG. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
CAP. 10PF. +/-0.5PF. 25V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0201. ROHS
CAP. 1200PF. 10PCT. 10V. X7R. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
CAP. 2200PF. 10PCT. 25V. X7R. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
CAP. 56PF. 5PCT. 16V. NPO/COG. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
HIROSE 
ELECTRONIC
CONN. RF. MMCX. F. STRT.SMD. 1. EDGE 
MOUNT
HUBER AND 
SUHNER
HUBER AND 
SUHNER
HUBER AND 
SUHNER
82
908-22100T AMPHENOL
9567-000-G001-502 DELTA
43 863000-103 507-1094-2-ND F501 DIGI-KEY
C2Q2 BEL FUSE INC.
F1397TR-ND DIGI-KEY
44 862000-713 0402CS-20NXJLW L201 COILCRAFT
45 862000-718 0402CS-68NXJLW L101 COILCRAFT
L207
L210
L212
46 800002-264 RES. 0.0. 5PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0603. ROHS CRCW06030000ZSEA L203 VISHAY
ERJ-3GEY0R00V L215 PANASONIC
MCR03EZPJ000 L216 ROHM
RM06J000CT-LF CAL-CHIP
48 862000-710 0402CS-6N8XJBW L205 COILCRAFT
ELJ-NK6N8JF L209 PANASONIC
L213
49 862000-711 0402CS-8N2XJBW L206 COILCRAFT
ELJ-NK8N2JF L208 PANASONIC
L211
50 863000-021 0805HQ-39NXJLC L202 COILCRAFT
51 863000-532 DIODE. SI. PIN. SC-70. SERIES. ROHS SMP1345-075LF D202 SKYWORKS
52 863000-002 SMS7630-079LF D201 SKYWORKS
53 862000-393 ERJ-2RKF1001X R103 PANASONIC-ECG
R409
R501
R502
R503
R504
54 862000-396 ERJ-2RKF1002X R401 PANASONIC-ECG
R408
R410
R412
R514
56 863000-984 ERJ-2RKF2322X R114 PANASONIC
P23.2KLTR-ND DIGI-KEY
57 863000-024 ERJ-2RKF3831X R516 PANASONIC
P3.83KLTR-ND DIGIKEY
FUSE. SMD CHIP. FAST ACTING. 0603 SIZE 
2.0AMP 0.5OHM 0
IND. 20NH. 5PCT. CER CORE. SMD. 0402. 
WIREWOUND IDC=42
IND. 68NH. 5PCT. CER CORE. SMD. 0402. 
WIREWOUND IDC=10
IND. 6.8NH. 5PCT. CER CORE. SMD. 0402. 
WIREWOUND IDC=6
IND. 8.2NH. 5PCT. CER CORE. SMD. 0402. 
WIREWOUND IDC=6
IND. 39NH. 5PCT. CER CORE. SMD. 0805 
WIREWOUND. IDC=1.
DIODE. SI. SCHTKY. SC-79 PACKAGE SINGLE. 
SERIES. ROHS
RES. 1.00K. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
RES. 10.0K. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
RES. 23.2 KOHMS. 1 PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 
0402. ROHS
RES. 3.83K. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
83
58 862000-724 RES. 3.9. 5PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. ROHS ERJ-2GEJ3R9X R208 PANASONIC
P3.9JTR-ND R510 DIGIKEY
R511
59 863000-022 RES. 332. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. ROHS 311-332LRTR-ND R305 DIGIKEY
ERJ-2RKF3320X R308 PANASONIC
R311
R318
R321
R324
61 863000-028 RES. 475. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0402. ROHS ERJ-2RKF4750X R304 PANASONIC
P475LTR-ND R307 DIGIKEY
R310
R317
R320
R323
62 412721-021 RES. 47. 5PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0603. ROHS CRCW060347R0JKEA R220 VISHAY
ERJ-3GEYJ470V PANASONIC
RM06J470CT-LF CAL-CHIP
63 864000-002 ERJ-1GEF102C PANASONIC
P1.0KABDKR-ND R108 DIGI-KEY
RHM1.0KABCT-ND DIGI-KEY
64 864000-003 RES. 10. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. ROHS ERJ-1GEF100C R110 PANASONIC
P10ABDKR-ND R211 DIGI-KEY
RHM10ABCT-ND R213 DIGI-KEY
R218
65 864000-004 ERJ-1GEF103C R111 PANASONIC
P10KABDKR-ND R112 DIGI-KEY
RHM10KABCT-ND R212 DIGI-KEY
R215
R303
R316
R328
R331
R335
R406
R413
66 864000-005 ERJ-1GEF181C R109 PANASONIC
P180ABDKR-ND R201 DIGI-KEY
RHM180ABCT-ND R203 DIGI-KEY
R301
R314
R332
RES. 1.0KOHMS. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 
0201. ROHS
R100
7
RES. 10KOHMS. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 
0201. ROHS
RES. 180. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
84
R333
R518
R520
67 864000-055 MCR006YZPF2701 R214 ROHM
P2.7KABTR-ND R329 DIGIKEY
RHM2.7KABTR-ND R330 DIGIKEY
68 864000-006 ERJ-1GEF204C R102 PANASONIC
P200KABDKR-ND DIGI-KEY
69 864000-056 RES. 220. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. ROHS ERJ-1GEF221C R217 PANASONIC
P220ABTR-ND R219 DIGIKEY
R403
R404
70 864000-057 RES. 330. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. ROHS ERJ-1GEF331C R204 PANASONIC
P330ABTR-ND R216 DIGIKEY
R221
R222
R227
71 864000-007 ERJ-1GEF334C R101 PANASONIC
P330KABDKR-ND R509 DIGI-KEY
72 864000-059 RES. 39K. 5PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. ROHS MCR006YZPJ393 R223 ROHM
P39KABTR-ND DIGIKEY
RHM39KAGTR-ND DIGIKEY
73 864000-058 ERJ-1GEF472C R205 PANASONIC
P4.7KABTR-ND R312 DIGIKEY
RHM4.7KABTR-ND R325 DIGIKEY
74 864000-021 RES. 51. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. ROHS ERJ-1GEF510C R202 PANASONIC
P51ABTR-ND R209 DIGI-KEY
RHM51ABTR-ND DIGI-KEY
75 864000-008 ERJ-1GEF621C R113 PANASONIC
P620ABCT-ND R206 DIGI-KEY
R207
76 850000-867 RES. 0.0. CHIP. SMD. 0402. ROHS CRCW04020000ZSEA C104 VISHAY
ERJ-2GE0R00X C106 PANASONIC
MCR01MZPJ000 C108 ROHM
RM04J000CT C110 CAL-CHIP
77 863000-972 300-1102-2 Y101 DIGIKEY
CSX532T19.200M2-UT10 CITIZEN
79 864000-048 IC. LINEAR. TEMP SENSOR. SC-70. 5. ROHS TMP05AKSZ-500RL7 U402 ANALOG DEVICES
RES. 2.70K. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
RES. 200KOHMS. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 
0201. ROHS
RES. 330KOHMS. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 
0201. ROHS
RES. 4.7K. 1PCT. 1/16W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
RES. 620. 1 PCT. 1/20W. CHIP. SMD. 0201. 
ROHS
CRYSTAL. TCXO. 19.200MHZ 2.8V 5X3.2MM. 
STABLE PPM. ROH
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80 864000-047 IC. LINEAR. REGULATOR. SC70. 5 296-18731-2-ND U507 DIGIKEY
TPS71518DCKR
81 863000-900 IC. RF, SPECIFY. SWITCH. NONSTD. 5 296-17741-2-ND U302 DIGI-KEY
TS5A3166DCKR U306
82 864000-049 SURGE SUPPRESSOR. CERAMIC F2259TR-ND DIGIKEY
V5.5MLA0402LNR LITTELFUSE
83 WJC200 IC. UHF RFID READER ASIC U101
84 863000-865 ZR431LF02TA D301 ZETEX
ZR431LF02TR-ND DIGI-KEY
85 862000-638 CAP. 220PF. 10PCT. 50V. X7R. SMD. 0402. ROHS ECJ0EB1H221K C304 PANASONIC
PCC1713TR-ND C308 DIGIKEY
C319
C323
86 862000-984 RES. 200. 5PCT. 1/16W. CHIP.SMD. 0402 MCR01MZSJ201 R116 ROHM
R313
R326
R414
R415
R416
R417
R418
R419
R505
R506
R507
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS
VR50
1
VR50
2
VR50
3
VR50
4
VR50
5
VR50
6
VR50
7
VR50
8
VR50
9
VR51
0
IC. LINEAR. SPECIFY, REFERENCE. SOT23. 3. 
ROHS
86
R508
R515
R517
87 863000-431 CVT32-20.000 R306 CRYSTEK
R309
R319
R322
88 863000-895 CAP. 10UF. 20PCT. 6.3V. X5R. SMD. 0603. ROHS 587-1256-2-ND C314 DIGI-KEY
ECJ-1VB0J106M PANASONIC
PCC2395TR-ND DIGI-KEY
89 862000-665 ECDG0E1R2B C221 PANASONIC
PCC2210TR-ND C222 DIGIKEY
91 863000-997 490-3112-1-ND C207 DIGI-KEY
500R07S9R1CV4T C215
GJM1555C1H9R1CB01D MURATA
93 864000-100 FILT. SAW. 902-928MHz. SMD 856327 SAWTEK
94 864000-090 ERJ-1GEJ222C R210 PANASONIC
P2.2KAGTR-ND R302 DIGIKEY
R315
R327
R334
R521
95 863000-624 LL1005-FHL1N8S L214 TOKO
DIGI-KEY
96 864000-107 CAP. 100UF. 20PCT. 4V. TANT. SMD. 3216 399-3688-1 C125 DIGIKEY
T491A107M004AT C510 KEMET
C512
97 864000-073 RES. 0.0OHMS R224 DIGIKEY
OSCILLATOR, CRYSTAL TEMP. COMPENSATED 
20MHZ, 50PPM. SM
CAP. 1.2PF. +/- 0.1PF. 25V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402. ROHS
CAP. 9.1PF. +/- 0.25 pF. 50V. NPO/COG. SMD. 
0402. ROHS
JOHANSON 
TECHNOLOGY
FIL20
1
RES. 2.2 KOHMS. 5 PCT. 1/32W. METFILM. SMD. 
0201
IND. 1.8NH. +/-0.3NH. MULTILAYER. SMD. 0402. 
ROHS
LL1005-FHL1N8S=P3-
ND
87
D.2 WJM4000
Item No. WJ Part No. Pads Part Type Description Qty Ref Des
1 455196PC
2 863000-904 2N7002VC           1
3 863000-995 74LVC1G08-SOT-553  1
4 863000-012 74LVC2G04-SC-70    1
5 863000-868 AS179-92           1
6 863000-014 DDA123JH           1
7 ECG012 ECG012-SOT89       2
8 863000-628 EHF-2CM090 COUPLER 1
9 863000-371 IRLML6401          3
10 863000-630 LPC2106            1
11 864000-119 REG101N-3          1
12 864000-100 SAW_FIL_856327     1
13 863000-017 SCAP0402,0.1uF     7
                                                                                     
14 862000-661 SCAP0402,0.85pF    2
15 863000-894 SCAP0402,1.0uF     11
                                                                                 C415
16 862000-675 SCAP0402,3.3pF     4
17 864000-114 SCAP0402,6pF       2
18 863000-978 SCAP0603,4.7uF     1
19 863000 9 SCAP080 22 F 2
PCB. RFID WJM PRINTER 
READER
N-CHANNEL MOSFET IN 
SOT563             
Q403          
          
SINGLE 2-INPUT POSITIVE-AND 
GATE       
U304          
          
DUAL INVERTER GATE IN SC-70 
           
U303          
          
GaAs IC SPDT SWITCH 300 kHz-
3 GHz      
U203          
          
2X PNP IN SOT-563                     
 
Q101          
          
BUFFER AMPLIFIER IN SOT-89   
          
U201-202    
            
T201           
         
POWER P-CHANNEL MOSFET    
             
Q401-402 
Q404          
 
Single-chip 32-bit microcontroller   
  
U301          
          
500mA LOW DROPOUT ADJ 
REGULATOR        
U403          
          
915 MHz SAW Filter                    
 
FIL201        
          
SMD CAP 0402 PACKAGE          
         
C122-123 
C205-206 
C301
C306 C403  
             
SMD CAP 0402 PACKAGE          
         
C215 C219  
             
SMD CAP 0402 PACKAGE          
         
C104 C106 
C108 C110 
C405
C408-409 
C411-412 
C414  
SMD CAP 0402 PACKAGE          
         
C216 C218 
C220 C222  
   
SMD CAP 0402 PACKAGE          
         
C217 C221  
             
SMD CAP 0603 PACKAGE          
         
C112          
          
SMD CAP 0805 PACKAGE          C406-407    
88
20 864000-107 SCAP3216,100uF,4V  3
21 864000-113 SCAP3216,68uF,6.3V 1
22 864000-011 SCAP0201-PAN,0.1uF 19
                                                                                     
                                                                                     
23 864000-009 SCAP0201-PAN,100pF 12
                                                                                 
24 864000-051 SCAP0201-PAN,1200pF 3
25 864000-010 SCAP0201-PAN,2200pF 2
26 864000-054 SCAP0201-PAN,56pF  5
27 864000-060 1
28 860000-748 SFUSE0603, 500mA     1
29 863000-909 SIND0402,1.3nH     2
30 863000-624 SIND0402,1.8nH     1
31 862000-552 SIND0402,33nH      2
32 862000-718 SIND0402,68nH      1
33 862000-711 SIND0402,8.2nH     4
34 864000-118 SIND-DO2010,1.0uH  1
35 863000-002 SMS7630-079        1
36 862000-393 SRES0402,1.00K,1%  5
37 862000-396 SRES0402,10.0K,1%  4
SMD CAP TANT 3216 PACKAGE 
             
C124 C410 
C413          
SMD CAP TANT 3216 PACKAGE 
             
C404          
          
SMD CAP 0201 PACKAGE          
         
C102 C114 
C116 C119-
121 
C125-131 
C302-305 
C307  
C402          
          
SMD CAP 0201 PACKAGE          
         
C101 C201-
204 C207-
209  
C211-214    
            
SMD CAP 0201 PACKAGE          
         
C111 C113 
C115          
SMD CAP 0201 PACKAGE          
         
C117-118    
            
SMD CAP 0201 PACKAGE          
         
C103 C105 
C107 C109 
C401
SCON-HRS-15P-
1_25MM
CON SMT HEADER 15 POS 
1.25MM SP - NO POST   
J401           
         
FUSE, SIZE 0603                        
F401           
         
SMD IND 0402PACKAGE             
       
L204 L207   
            
SMD IND 0402PACKAGE             
       
L203           
         
SMD IND 0402 PACKAGE            
       
L201-202     
           
SMD IND 0402 PACKAGE            
       
L101           
         
SMD IND 0402PACKAGE             
       
L205-206 
L208-209     
  
SMD IND DO2010 PACKAGE       
          
L401           
         
DETECTOR SCHOTTKY DIODE    
            
D201          
          
SMD RES 0402 PACKAGE          
         
R314 R407-
410           
SMD RES 0402 PACKAGE          
         
R301 R310 
R312-313    
  
89
38 862000-984 SRES0402,200       12
39 863000-984 SRES0402,23.2K,1%  1
40 412721-021 SRES0603,47        1
42 412721-023 SRES0603,67        1
43 850000-261 SRES1210,51        1
44 864000-117 SRES0201-PAN,0     3
45 864000-002 3
46 864000-003 SRES0201-PAN,10    2
47 864000-004 5
48 864000-116 SRES0201-PAN,16    2
49 864000-005 SRES0201-PAN,180   1
50 864000-006 SRES0201-PAN,200K  1
51 864000-056 SRES0201-PAN,220   2
52 864000-115 SRES0201-PAN,270   8
                                                                                 
53 864000-007 SRES0201-PAN,330K  3
54 864000-008 SRES0201-PAN,620,1% 1
55 864000-008 SRES0201-PAN,820   1
56 850000-867 SRES0402-TEST,0    2
59 863000-972 1
60 861000-224 VERT MMCX                                        1 J201
61 864000-048 TMP05-SC70         1
62 864000-047 TPS715XX-SC70      1
SMD RES 0402 PACKAGE          
         
R315-320 
R401-406    
   
SMD RES 0402 PACKAGE          
         
R110          
          
SMD RES 0603 PACKAGE          
         
R211          
          
SMD RES 0603 PACKAGE          
         
R208          
          
SMD RES 1210 PACKAGE          
         
R218          
          
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R416-417 
R420
SRES0201-
PAN,1.00K,1%
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R103-104 
R210          
 
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R106 R202  
             
SRES0201-
PAN,10.0K,1%
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R107-108 
R307 R309 
R412 
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R205 R215  
             
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R105          
          
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R102          
          
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R303-304    
            
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R201 R203-
204 R206    
  
R212-214 
R216          
 
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R101 R411 
R414      
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R109          
          
SMD RES 0201 PACKAGE          
         
R209          
          
SMD RES 0402 PACKAGE          
         
R217 R413  
          
SXTAL-CSX532T, 
19.2MHz     
CRYSTAL OSC. TEMP 
COMPENSATED          
Y101          
          
TEMP. SENSOR IN SC-70           
       
U302          
          
50mA 24V 3.2uA SUPPLY 
CURRENT IN SC70  
U401          
          
100mA LOW DROPOUT 
90
91
64 864000-049 VARISTOR-0402      1
65 WJC200 VOYAGER-II_CHIP    1
66 NO LOAD 11
J202 J402
SMD VOLT.SURGE 
SUPPRESSOR 0402 PACKAGE 
VR401        
           
VOYAGER II CHIP                       
 
U101          
          
R111 R207 
R302 R305 
R306
R308 R311 
R415 R418 
C210
Appendix E: PCB Layout and Drill Schedule
92
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94
95
96
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98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
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Appendix F: Laboratory Test Results
F.1 Power Amplifier
F.2 Tag Interaction Power
112
S21 S11
R1 900 915 930 Avg 900 915 930 Avg
820 14.10 14.10 14.10 14.10 24.40 29.20 30.90 28.17 0.103
1600 13.99 14.01 14.10 14.03 25.70 31.60 34.00 30.43 0.078
2000 13.94 13.75 14.00 13.90 26.20 32.40 35.10 31.23 0.073
4300 13.64 13.83 13.90 13.79 27.60 34.60 37.80 33.33 0.060
6800 13.75 13.77 13.85 13.79 27.89 34.00 36.60 32.83 0.056
10000 13.71 13.72 13.81 13.75 28.10 33.90 36.30 32.77 0.054
20000 13.68 13.69 13.78 13.72 28.10 32.60 34.20 31.63 0.052
43000 13.64 13.65 13.74 13.68 27.20 30.10 31.10 29.47 0.051
75000 13.65 13.66 13.75 13.69 26.20 28.30 29.00 27.83 0.050
200000 13.60 13.62 13.71 13.64 26.20 28.30 29.00 27.83 0.050
1000000 13.64 13.66 13.75 13.68 26.80 29.40 30.10 28.77 0.049
Iin
Iquiescent 125 mA 150 mA 170 mA
0 14 14.67 14.56 14.79
1 15 15.66 15.56 15.78
2 16 16.65 16.54 16.67
3 17.41 17.62 17.48 17.72
4 18.1 18.58 18.34 18.64
5 19.11 19.44 19.08 19.45
6 19.64 20.15 19.72 20.14
7 19.92 20.75 20.3 20.79
8 20.02 21.06 20.78 21.37
9 20.1 21.18 20.97 21.9
10 20.02 21.26 21.06 22.15
Interrogator: WJM3000 Rev -
1-inch:
Write Power: 11.0dBm
4-inches(?):
Read Power: 11.0dBm
Write Power:15.0dBm
Transponder: Texas Instruments RI-UHF-00C02-04 inlay (EPCglobal Gen2)
Antenna: Zebra Technologies 870 MHz PCB Stripline Antenna (1”x4”)
Read Power: 8.5 dBm
Note: Tag is actually a 915 Mhz tag. But these power levels were acceptable even with the mismatched antenna.
F.3 Thermal Testing
Thermal Testing
1”x4” PCB Thermal Mock-up with RF Shield 'Can'
5 x 500 ohm ¼ W resistors in parallel (meas. 102 ohm load)
10.00 V supply
Measured 0.099 A draw, for approximately 1W of continuous power dissipation
Type K Thermocouple
Measurements:
Data Point 1 2 3
27.1 27.1 27
41.8 42.6 42.2
Difference: 14.7 15.5 15.2 15.13
Physical Layout:
Data Point 1 2 3
Distance from Left (in): 1 2 3
Distance from Top (in): 0.5 0.5 0.5
Initial Temp °C
Steady-state °C
F.4 Recommended Power Levels
App Power LeveOutput Power Read DistanceWrite Distance
0 4.54 0.00 0.00
1 6.37 0.75 0.50
2 7.90 0.75 0.50
3 9.19 1.00 0.75
4 10.30 1.50 1.00
5 11.26 1.50 1.25
6 12.14 1.50 1.50
7 12.91 1.75 1.50
8 13.58 1.75 1.50
9 14.22 1.75 1.50
10 14.80 1.75 1.75
11 15.32 1.75 1.75
12 15.79 1.75 1.75
13 16.21 1.75 2.00
14 16.58 1.75 2.00
15 16.89 1.75 2.00
16 17.18 1.75 2.00
17 17.41 1.75 2.00
18 17.63 1.75 2.00
19 17.80 1.75 2.00
20 17.96 1.75 2.00
21 18.10 1.75 2.00
22 18.23 1.75 2.00
23 18.34 1.75 2.00
24 18.43 1.75 2.00
25 18.51 2.00 2.25
26 18.57 2.00 2.25
27 18.61 2.00 2.25
28 18.64 2.00 2.25
29 18.66 2.00 2.25
30 18.67 2.00 2.25
31 18.68 2.00 2.25
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F.5 Three Power Level Read/Write Percentage
114
Read Rate (%) Write Rate (%)
0.0 100 97 99 100 100 100
0.5 100 100 80 100 100 50
1.0 100 100 4 100 100 0
1.5 100 100 0 100 100 0
2.0 100 97 0 100 100 0
2.5 95 96 0 90 50 0
3.0 90 91 0 90 50 0
3.5 84 87 0 80 10 0
4.0 80 82 0 80 10 0
4.5 70 67 0 70 0 0
5.0 64 60 0 30 0 0
5.5 57 25 0 10 0 0
6.0 61 0 0 0 0 0
6.5 53 0 0 0 0 0
7.0 51 0 0 0 0 0
7.5 45 0 0 0 0 0
8.0 33 0 0 0 0 0
8.5 12 0 0 0 0 0
9.0 5 0 0 0 0 0
9.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
10.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
11.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
12.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Distance 
(inches)
High Power 
(18.68 dBm)
Mid Power 
(14.8 dBm)
Low Power 
(4.54dBm)
High Power 
(18.68 dBm)
Mid Power 
(14.8 dBm)
Low Power 
(4.54dBm)
F.6 Power Setting vs. Output Power
115
Power Level Current Draw
0 4.54 0.318 1.062
1 6.37 0.319 1.065
2 7.90 0.320 1.069
3 9.19 0.321 1.072
4 10.30 0.322 1.075
5 11.26 0.323 1.079
6 12.14 0.324 1.082
7 12.91 0.325 1.086
8 13.58 0.326 1.089
9 14.22 0.326 1.089
10 14.80 0.327 1.092
11 15.32 0.328 1.096
12 15.79 0.329 1.099
13 16.21 0.330 1.102
14 16.58 0.330 1.102
15 16.89 0.331 1.106
16 17.18 0.331 1.106
17 17.41 0.331 1.106
18 17.63 0.331 1.106
19 17.80 0.330 1.102
20 17.96 0.330 1.102
21 18.10 0.330 1.102
22 18.23 0.329 1.099
23 18.34 0.329 1.099
24 18.43 0.329 1.099
25 18.51 0.329 1.099
26 18.57 0.329 1.099
27 18.61 0.330 1.102
28 18.64 0.330 1.102
29 18.66 0.331 1.106
30 18.67 0.332 1.109
31 18.68 0.332 1.109
Output Power 
(dBm)
Power 
Consumption
F.7 Design Revision
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Appendix G: Data Sheets
G.1 WJC200 RFID Reader Chipset
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
G.2 WJ ECG012 Amplifier
173
174
175
176
G.3 TI TPS76930 Voltage Regulator
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
G.4 TI REG101NA-3 Voltage Regulator
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
G.5 SAWTEK 856327 915 MHz SAW Filter
204
205
206
207
208
G.6 CoilCraft DO2010 Inductor
209
210
G.7 NXP  LPC2106FBD48 Microcontroller
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
G.8 Hitachi Metals FSLC-S090T-G Coupler
246
247
248
249
G.9 TI Gen2 Inlay RFID Transponder
250
251
Appendix G.10 TI TPS715XX
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
9 Appendix H: Proposed Timeline
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